
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CITY COMMISSION MEETING 
July 20, 2020 

 
 
THE ADRIAN CITY COMMISSION WILL CONVENE FOR A PRE-MEETING ON MONDAY, JULY 20, 
2020 AT 6:00 PM.  THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE CITY COMMISSION WILL FOLLOW AT 
7:00PM.  PARTICIPANTS MAY JOIN THE MEETINGS AT ANY TIME, AND WILL BE ABLE TO LEAVE 
AND REJOIN IF THEY CHOOSE. 
 
In accordance with the Governor’s Executive Orders, the City of Adrian will be holding City 
Commission meetings virtually through an application called “Zoom”. The agenda format will 
remain the same and there will be time for public comment, which can be made through the 
chat feature, through audio on your device, or through the telephone.  Closed captioning will be 
provided. 

 
• The Zoom meeting link, meeting ID, and password will be posted to the City 

of Adrian website (adriancity.com) on Monday, July 20, 2020, by noon.  You 
may also contact the City on July 20th to obtain the Zoom meeting 
information via phone at 517-264-4815, or email at mdewey@adrianmi.gov 

• For video instructions visit: 

o Signing up and Downloading Zoom 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qsy2Ph6kSf8 

o Joining a Zoom Meeting   
https://youtu.be/hIkCmbvAHQQ 
 

o Joining and Configuring Audio & Video  
https://youtu.be/-s76QHshQnY 

 
Any person who wishes to contact members of the Adrian City Commission and/or to provide 
input or ask questions on any business coming before the commission on July 20, 2020 may do 
so by contacting the City Clerk at 517-264-4866, or via email at rconnor@adrianmi.gov prior to 
the meeting.  Contact information for City Commissioners is as follows: 
 
Mayor Angela Sword Heath:    aheath@adrianmi.gov  
Commissioner Allen Heldt:    aheldt@adrianmi.gov 
Commissioner Brad Watson:  bwatson@adrianmi.gov 
Commissioner Gordon Gauss:  ggauss@adrianmi.gov 
Commissioner Mary Roberts:  mroberts@adrianmi.gov 
Commissioner Lad Strayer:  lstrayer@adrianmi.gov  
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ADRIAN CITY COMMISSION 
AGENDA 

PRE-MEETING STUDY SESSION 
MONDAY 

July 20, 2020 
6:00pm 

 
The City Commission will meet for a pre-meeting study session on Monday, 
July 20, 2020 at 6:00pm via Zoom for a work study session. 

 
1. Discussion of the Creation of a Social District in Accordance with PA 124 of 

2020. 
2. Kiwanis Trail Expansion/Oil and Gas Revenue Discussion. 
3. Cesar Chavez Street Naming Proposal. 
4. Other items as time permits. 
5. Public Comment. 

 
 
 

 
 



 

MEMORANDUM 
 
TO:     Honorable Mayor and City Commission  
 
FROM:  Gregory M. Elliott, AICP 
  Director of Community Development   
      
RE:   Social Districts  
 
DATE:  July 14, 2020 
 

 

The State has enacted PA 124 of 2020, effective as of the first of this month, to 

establish “social districts” in Michigan.  A social district is an area of a municipality 

where establishments with appropriate, on-premise liquor licenses can sell alcoholic 

beverages to go, to be consumed in a designated “common area,” i.e. a clearly 

designated and clearly marked public space that is shared by and contiguous to the 

premises of at least two licensees.  Patrons may consume alcoholic beverages in that 

area so long as they are in special cups, of no more than 16 ounces, marked with the 

name of the social district as well as the establishment that sold the drink.  Drinks 

must be kept in the designated common area and cannot be brought into another 

licensed establishment.  Licensees will need a social district permit from the Liquor 

Control Commission if they want to sell alcoholic beverages for consumption therein.  

In order to establish a social district, a municipality must designate it by resolution 

and also establish a management and maintenance plan for the district, which plan 

must be filed with the MLCC. 

 

The Downtown Development Authority discussed social districts at their July 8, 2020 

meeting.  They were enthusiastically in support of the City establishing such a district 

downtown.  The DDA recommended the creation of a district with boundaries as shown 

on the attached map.  The district is intended to include both sides of Maumee Street.  

They propose hours of operation from Noon-10 pm daily.  The DDA has suggested that 

it might pay for the cups needed for the licensees and cover their $250 application fee 

to the MLCC.  They request that the City provide the signs necessary to demarcate the 

district boundary.  In speaking with Matt Tomaszewski, he feels that his department 

can make appropriate signs in their shop.  Signs will need to be posted along the 

perimeter of the district. 

 

I have also a attached a summary prepared by the MLCC with information on social 

districts in Michigan, for your information.  If the Commission is interested in 

establishing a social district, we can have an appropriate resolution and management 

and maintenance plan ready for action at your next meeting. 

 

 

 

 

 



Michigan Liquor Control Commission (MLCC) 
Constitution Hall, 2nd Floor, 525 W. Allegan St, Lansing, MI 48933 

P.O. Box 30005, Lansing, MI 48909 
866-813-0011 – www.michigan.gov/lcc 

 
Social District Permit Information For Local Governmental Units 

 
Pursuant to MCL 436.1551, the governing body of a local governmental unit may designate a Social District within its 
jurisdiction.  Qualified licensees whose licensed premises are contiguous to the commons area within the Social District, 
and that have been approved for and issued a Social District Permit, may sell alcoholic liquor (beer, wine, mixed spirit drink, 
spirits, or mixed drinks) on their licensed premises to customers who may then consume the alcoholic liquor within the 
commons area of the Social District.  The commons area is not considered part of the licensed premises for any of the 
licensees that hold a Social District Permit. 

 
The term commons area is defined by MCL 436.1551(8)(a): 

"Commons area" means an area within a social district clearly designated and clearly marked by the governing body 

of the local governmental unit that is shared by and contiguous to the premises of at least 2 other qualified licensees. 

Commons area does not include the licensed premises of any qualified licensee. 

The term qualified licensee is defined by MCL 436.1551(8)(c): 
"Qualified licensee" means any of the following: 

• A retailer that holds a license, other than a special license, to sell alcoholic liquor for consumption on the licensed 

premises. (This includes the following license types: Class C, Tavern, A-Hotel, B-Hotel, Club, G-1, G-2, Brewpub.) 

• A manufacturer with an on-premises tasting room permit issued under section 536. 

• A manufacturer that holds an off-premises tasting room license issued under section 536. 

• A manufacturer that holds a joint off-premises tasting room license issued under section 536. 
 
A list of all licensees, sorted by county and local governmental unit, may be found on the MLCC website:  

https://www.michigan.gov/documents/lara/liclist_639292_7.xlsx 
 
The governing body of a local governmental unit may designate a Social District pursuant to MCL 436.1551 under the 
following conditions: 

▪ Designate a Social District that contains a commons area, as defined in MCL 436.1551(8)(a). 
▪ Establish local management and maintenance plans, including hours of operation, for a commons area. 
▪ Define and clearly mark with signs the designated commons area. 
▪ A governing body of a local governmental unit shall not designate a Social District that would close a road unless the 

governing body receives prior approval from the road authority with jurisdiction over the road. 
▪ The governing body shall maintain the commons area in a manner that protects the health and safety of the community. 
▪ The governing body may revoke the designation if it determines that the commons area threatens the health, safety, or 

welfare of the public or has become a public nuisance. Before revoking the designation, the governing body must hold 
at least 1 public hearing on the proposed revocation. The governing body shall give notice as required under the open 
meetings act of the time and place of the public hearing before the public hearing. 

▪ The governing body shall file the designation or revocation of the Social District with the MLCC. 

Before applying to the MLCC for a Social District Permit, a qualified licensee must first obtain approval from the governing 
body of the local governmental unit.  A fillable resolution for this approval is part of the Social District Permit Application 
(LCC-208). 
 

 
Filing the Designation of a Social District with the MLCC 

 
A local governmental unit must file the following items with the MLCC when designating a Social District: 

 A copy of the resolution passed by the governing body designating the Social District and commons area. 
 A copy of the management and maintenance plans, including the hours of operation, established by the local 

governmental unit for the Social District and commons area. 
 A diagram or map that clearly shows the boundaries of the Social District and commons area.  Please indicate the 

name, address, and location of the qualified licensees that are contiguous to the commons area on the diagram or map. 

Submit the items above to: 
By Mail: Michigan Liquor Control Commission - P.O. Box 30005 - Lansing, MI 48933 

By Fax: (517) 763-0059  By Email: mlccrecords@michigan.gov 

http://www.michigan.gov/lcc
https://www.michigan.gov/documents/lara/liclist_639292_7.xlsx
https://www.michigan.gov/documents/lara/LCC208_695497_7.pdf
https://www.michigan.gov/documents/lara/LCC208_695497_7.pdf
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COMMISSION AGENDA 



AGENDA 
ADRIAN CITY COMMISSION 

July 20, 2020 
7:00PM 

 
I. PRAYER AND PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE TO THE FLAG 

II. ROLL CALL 

III. APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES OF THE JULY 6, 2020 REGULAR MEETING OF 
THE ADRIAN CITY COMMISSION. 

IV. PRESENTATION OF ACCOUNTS 

V. REGULAR AGENDA 

1. R20-131.  Transportation.  Resolution to approve a revised project 
authorization for Federal Operating Assistance for the Adrian Dial-A-
Ride and to authorize the Mayor and City Clerk to execute said project 
authorization. 

2. R20-132.  Finance.  Resolution to authorize the Finance Department 
to amend the FY2019-20 Budget in accordance with the attached 
schedule entitled City of Adrian FY2019-20 Fourth Quarter 
Recommended Budget. 

3. R20-133.  Utilities.  Resolution to award an annual bid for the 
purchase of Liquid CO2 at the Water Treatment Plant. 

4. R20-134.  Utilities.  Resolution to waive the bid process and 
authorize the engagement of Slusarski Excavating to extend a new 
water main to Main Street. 

5. R20-135.  Police.  Resolution to authorize the purchase of PowerDMS 
software for the Adrian Police Department and to approve a budget 
amendment for the purchase.  

6. R20-136.  Police.  Resolution to authorize the Chief of Police or his 
designee to apply for the First Responder Hazard Pay Premiums 
Program (FRHPPP) Grant. 

7. R20-137.  City Commission.  Resolution to reinstate the activity of 
the Human Relations Commission. 

VI. MISCELLANEOUS 

1. Departmental Report. 

2. Adrian Fire Department Report. 

3. Criminal Justice Report. 

4. D.A.R.T. Passenger Ridership Report. 



5. Code Enforcement Report. 

6. DDA Meeting Minutes. 

7. Planning Commission Meeting Minutes. 

8. Ethics Board Meeting Minutes. 

VII. PUBLIC COMMENT 

VIII. COMMISSIONER COMMENTS  

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

M I N U T E S 



 

 

MINUTES 

ADRIAN CITY COMMISSION 
Pre-Meeting – 5:30 PM 
July 6, 2020 @ 7:00 PM 

 

Both meetings were opened with a statement by City Administrator Burd explaining the 

process of the zoom meeting. 

 

The following items were discussed: 

 

1. Kiwanis Trail Extension  

2. Johnson Controls Presentation 

3. Other items were discussed. 

 

On motion by Commissioner Watson, seconded by Commissioner Gauss, the motion 

to adjourn the pre-meeting was approved by an all yes vote. 

 

Meeting adjourned at 6:35 pm 

 

The Commission began the regularly scheduled meeting via Zoom at 7:00 pm. 

 

Official proceedings of the July 6, 2020 regular meeting of the City Commission, 

Adrian, Michigan. 

 

The regular meeting was opened with a moment of silence followed by the Pledge of 

Allegiance. 

 

PRESENT:  Mayor Heath &, Commissioners Heldt, Roberts, Strayer, Watson and Gauss. 

 

Mayor Heath in the Chair 

 

On motion by Commissioner Heldt, seconded by Commissioner Strayer, the minutes 

of the June 15, 2020 Regular Meeting of the Adrian City Commission were approved by a 6-

0 vote. 

 

Mayor Heath asked for a motion to amend the agenda to add Resolution R20-130 

from the City Commission.  It is a resolution with the elimination of the position of 

economic development coordinator/creation of additional code enforcement officer 

position. 

 

On motion by Commissioner Watson, and seconded by Commissioner Gauss, the 

motion to add resolution R20-130 to the agenda was approved by a 6-0 vote. 

 

PRESENTATION OF ACCOUNTS 
 
Utility Department Vouchers  

 Vouchers #4820 through #4825 ..............................................                              $46,207.45 

General Fund   

Vouchers #24336 through #24355 .........................................  $55,978.42 



 

 

Clearing Account Vouchers 6/30/2020 

 amounting to.............................................................            
 

 

 $269,204.00 

Clearing Account Vouchers 7/06/2020 
 amounting to.............................................................  

 
 $13,335.67 

 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES .......................................................................  $384,725.54 

 
 

On motion by Commissioner Roberts, seconded by Commissioner Heldt, the motion 

to approve the Vouchers was approved by a 6-0 vote. 

 

REGULAR AGENDA 
 

R20-116 - ADMINISTRATION – Purchase Agreement between the City of Adrian and Steven 
Rosales for 211 Pearl Street 

 
RESOLUTION 

 

WHEREAS, Steven Rosales has offered to purchase the property located at 211 Pearl Street 
from the City of Adrian for the amount of $12,000.00; and 
  
 WHEREAS, the attached proposed Purchase Agreement sets forth the certain contingencies for 
the purchase of the property legally described as:  
 

Lots 36-37-38 & 39 James Berry’s Sub of Comstock Homestead. 

 
 NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Adrian City Commission, by this resolution, 
hereby approves the Purchase Agreement between the City of Adrian and Steven Rosales for the 
above-named property located at 211 Pearl Street, and authorizes the Mayor and City Clerk to 

execute the Purchase Agreement and any other required closing documents referenced in the 
agreement on behalf of the City. 

 
On motion by Commissioner Strayer, seconded by Commissioner Roberts, this 

Resolution was approved by a 6-0 vote. 

Commissioner Watson expressed his encouragement to Mr. Rosales to develop the property beyond a 
parking lot and not to give up on that dream. 
 
R20-117 - PARKS & ENGINEERING SERVICES– Consumers Energy Company Standard 
Lighting Contract Revisions 

 

RESOLUTION 
 

 WHEREAS, in 1981, the Adrian City Commission authorized the City of Adrian to enter into a 
Standard Lighting Contract with the Consumers Energy Company; and 
        
 WHEREAS, the Standard Lighting Contract allows Consumers Energy Company to provide and 
maintain streetlights within the City limits and along its boundaries; and 

 
 WHEREAS, the Director of Parks & Engineering Services has requested the installation of one 
(1) light on South Street at a cost not to exceed $100.00; and 
 

WHEREAS, the additional light installation requires that the original Standard Lighting Contract 
be revised and accepted by the Adrian City Commission; and 

 



 

 

WHEREAS, the Director of Parks & Engineering Services and the City Administrator 

recommend the acceptance of the Consumers Energy contract changes; and 
 
WHEREAS, the Finance Director indicates that sufficient funds are available for this purpose in 

the FY2019-2020 Street Lighting Fund (Account #101-450.00-801.000); and 
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Adrian City Commission, by this resolution, 

hereby authorizes the acceptance of the recommended changes to the Consumers Energy Contract to 
provide the aforementioned lighting installation. 

 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Adrian City Commission authorizes the City Mayor and 

City Clerk to be the signing executors of the contract between the City of Adrian and Consumers 
Energy. 

 
On motion by Commissioner Roberts, seconded by Commissioner Gauss, this 

Resolution was approved by a 6-0 vote. 

R20-118 - COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT – Acceptance of Michigan Economic Development 

Corporation (MEDC) Match on Main Covid-19 Response Program Grant. 
 
 

     RESOLUTION 

 
 WHEREAS, on May 21, 2020, the City Commission authorized staff to apply for the MEDC 
Match on Main Covid-19 Response Program grant (“MOM Grant”); and 
 

 WHEREAS, the City applied of the City applied for a MOM Grant in the amount of Forty-Nine 
Thousand Nine Hundred Eighty-Four Dollars ($49,984) on behalf of twenty-two qualifying, downtown 
business, to be divided equally amongst them; and 
 
 WHEREAS, MEDC has notified the City that it has been award a MOM Grant in the amount for 
which application was made; and 

  
WHEREAS, in order to effectuate the said grant, the City must enter into and an agreement 

with MEDC (the “Grant Agreement”) and sub-grantee agreements with the individual businesses to 
whom the award is being made; and 
 
 WHEREAS, a copy of the proposed Grant Agreement has been provided to the City 
Commission;  

 
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the City accepts the MOM Grant; and 
 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that staff is authorized to prepare sub-grant agreements on all 

other necessary paper work to accept the MOM Grant; and 
 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Mayor is authorized to execute the Grant Agreement and 

sub-grantee agreements on behalf of the City. 
On motion by Commissioner Watson, seconded by Commissioner Strayer, this 

Resolution was approved by a 6-0 vote. 

R20-119 - CITY CLERK – Reappointment to the Election Commission 

RESOLUTION 

 WHEREAS, the term of office of Jane Castle on the Election Commission has expired, which 
has created a vacancy on this board; and 
 

 WHEREAS, this vacancy must be filled in accordance with the Adrian City Charter; and 
 



 

 

 WHEREAS, Jane Castle has expressed a willingness to continue serving on the Election 

Commission, if reappointed; and 
 
 WHEREAS, the Adrian City Commission has given careful consideration to the reappointment 

of the above-named individual to the Election Commission. 
 
 NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Adrian City Commission does hereby approve 
the reappointment of Jane Castle to the Election Commission for a term ending in June of 2021. 

 

On motion by Commissioner Heldt, seconded by Commissioner Strayer, this 

Resolution was approved by a 6-0 vote. 

 
R20-120 - CITY CLERK – Reappointment to the Election Commission 

RESOLUTION 

 WHEREAS, the term of office of Gwen Donahue on the Election Commission has expired, which 
has created a vacancy on this board; and 
 
 WHEREAS, this vacancy must be filled in accordance with the Adrian City Charter; and 
 
 WHEREAS, Gwen Donahue has expressed a willingness to continue serving on the Election 

Commission, if reappointed; and 
 
 WHEREAS, the Adrian City Commission has given careful consideration to the reappointment 
of the above-named individual to the Election Commission. 
 
 NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Adrian City Commission does hereby approve 

the reappointment of Gwen Donahue to the Election Commission for a term ending in June of 2021. 
 

On motion by Commissioner Watson, seconded by Commissioners Gauss & Strayer, 

this Resolution was approved by a 6-0 vote. 

R20-121 - CITY CLERK – New appointment to the Election Commission 

RESOLUTION 

 WHEREAS, the term of office of Margaret Noe on the Election Commission has expired, which 
has created a vacancy on this board; and 
 
 WHEREAS, this vacancy must be filled in accordance with the Adrian City Charter; and 
 

WHEREAS, Patricia Baker has expressed a willingness to serve on the Election Commission, if 
appointed; and 
 
 WHEREAS, the Adrian City Commission has given careful consideration to the appointment of 

the above-named individual to the Election Commission. 
 
 NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Adrian City Commission does hereby approve 

the appointment of Patricia Baker to the Election Commission for a term ending in June of 2021. 
 

On motion by Commissioner Heldt, seconded by Commissioners Strayer & Roberts, 

this Resolution was approved by a 6-0 vote. 



 

 

R20-122 - CITY COMMISSION – Appointment of Dylan Barron to the Human Relations 

Commission 

RESOLUTION 

 WHEREAS, a vacancy exists on the Human Relations Commission; and 
 
 WHEREAS, Dylan Barron has expressed a willingness to serve on the Human Relations 

Commission; and  
 
 WHEREAS, the Adrian City Commission has given careful consideration to the appointment of 
the above-named individual to the Human Relations Commission. 
 
 NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Adrian City Commission does hereby approve 

the appointment of Dylan Barron to the Human Relations Commission for a term of three years. 
 
On motion by Commissioner Gauss, seconded by Commissioner Roberts, this 

Resolution was approved by a 6-0 vote. 

 
R20-123 - CITY COMMISSION – Appointment of Ashley Cavasos-Frank to the Human 

Relations Commission 

RESOLUTION 

 WHEREAS, a vacancy exists on the Human Relations Commission; and 
 
 WHEREAS, Ashley Cavasos-Frank has expressed a willingness to serve on the Human 
Relations Commission; and  
 
 WHEREAS, the Adrian City Commission has given careful consideration to the appointment of 

the above-named individual to the Human Relations Commission. 
 
 NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Adrian City Commission does hereby approve 

the appointment of Ashley Cavasos-Frank to the Human Relations Commission for a term of three 
years. 
 

On motion by Commissioner Roberts, seconded by Commissioner Strayer, this 

Resolution was approved by a 6-0 vote. 

R20-124 - CITY COMMISSION – Appointment of Mayor Angela Sword Heath to the Human 

Relations Commission 

RESOLUTION 

 WHEREAS, a vacancy exists on the Human Relations Commission; and 
 
 WHEREAS, Mayor Angela Sword Heath has expressed a willingness to serve on the Human 
Relations Commission; and  

 
 WHEREAS, the Adrian City Commission has given careful consideration to the appointment of 
the above-named individual to the Human Relations Commission. 

 
 NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Adrian City Commission does hereby approve 
the appointment of Mayor Angela Sword Heath to the Human Relations Commission for a term of 
three years. 
 

On motion by Commissioner Strayer, seconded by Commissioner Gauss, this 

Resolution was approved by a 6-0 vote. 



 

 

R20-125 - CITY CLERK – Renewal of the Medical Marihuana Facility Permit Application 

(#RM20-005) for TC MI AG, LLC. 
 

RESOLUTION  

 
 WHEREAS, the Adrian City Commission has adopted a Commercial Medical Marihuana Facilities 
and Adult Use Establishments Ordinance, Medical Marihuana Zoning Ordinances, and Medical 
Marihuana Zoning Ordinance Overlays; and 
 

WHEREAS, TC MI AG, LLC has properly submitted a 2020-2021 renewal application (#RM20-

005) for the Medical Marihuana Facility Permit for 554 S. Center Street, Adrian, Michigan; and 
  
 WHEREAS, the City Clerk has reviewed the renewal application, confirms that the required 
inspections have been conducted or the required waiver of inspections have been submitted, and that 
the renewal application meets the requirements of the adopted Commercial Medical Marihuana 
Facilities and Adult Use Establishments Ordinance, and recommends renewal of the permit to TC MI 
AG, LLC for 554 S. Center Street, Adrian, Michigan. 

 
WHEREAS, TC MI AG, LLC has submitted a request to extend the allotted time to obtain a valid 

state license under Section 46-502 of the local code, and fully understands that (1) this 
recommendation for approval is for the facility permit only and does not apply to the application for 
extension, (2) that no further extension is guaranteed, and (3) that the granting of any extension is 
subject to the terms of the ordinance.    
 

 NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Adrian City Commission by this resolution, 
hereby approves a renewal of the Medical Marihuana Permit (#MMG19-021) for TC MI AG, LLC for 554 
S. Center Street, Adrian, Michigan. 
 

On motion by Commissioner Roberts, seconded by Commissioner Strayer, this 

Resolution was approved by a 6-0 vote. 

R20-126 - CITY CLERK – Renewal of the Medical Marihuana Facility Permit Application 
(#RM20-006) for TC MI MFG, LLC. 
 

RESOLUTION  
 
 WHEREAS, the Adrian City Commission has adopted a Commercial Medical Marihuana Facilities 
and Adult Use Establishments Ordinance, Medical Marihuana Zoning Ordinances, and Medical 
Marihuana Zoning Ordinance Overlays; and 
 

WHEREAS, TC MI MFG, LLC has properly submitted a 2020-2021 renewal application (#RM20-

006) for the Medical Marihuana Facility Permit for 375 Lawrence Street, Adrian, Michigan; and 
  
 WHEREAS, the City Clerk has reviewed the renewal application, confirms that the required 
inspections have been conducted or the required waiver of inspections have been submitted, and that 
the renewal application meets the requirements of the adopted Commercial Medical Marihuana 
Facilities and Adult Use Establishments Ordinance, and recommends renewal of the permit to TC MI 

MFG, LLC for 375 Lawrence Street, Adrian, Michigan. 
 

WHEREAS, TC MI MFG, LLC has submitted a request to extend the allotted time to obtain a 
valid state license under Section 46-502 of the local code, and fully understands that (1) this 
recommendation for approval is for the facility permit only and does not apply to the application for 
extension, (2) that no further extension is guaranteed, and (3) that the granting of any extension is 
subject to the terms of the ordinance.    

 
 NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Adrian City Commission by this resolution, 
hereby approves a renewal of the Medical Marihuana Permit (#MMPR19-007) for TC MI MFG, LLC for 
375 Lawrence Street, Adrian, Michigan. 
 



 

 

On motion by Commissioner Strayer, seconded by Commissioner Roberts, this 

Resolution was approved by a 6-0 vote. 

R20-127 - CITY CLERK – Renewal of the Medical Marihuana Facility Permit Application 
(#RM20-012) and Denial of application for Adult Use Marihuana Facility Permit and Dual-
Purpose Permit for Two Hippies LLC DBA Green Goddess Health. 
 

RESOLUTION  
 
 WHEREAS, the Adrian City Commission has adopted a Commercial Medical Marihuana Facilities 
and Adult Use Establishments Ordinance, Medical Marihuana Zoning Ordinances, and Medical 
Marihuana Zoning Ordinance Overlays; and 
 

WHEREAS, Two Hippies LLC DBA Green Goddess Health has timely submitted a 2020-2021 

dual purpose permit application (#RM20-012), requesting renewal of the 2019 Medical Marihuana 

Facility Permit and to convert said permit to a dual-purpose permit by adding a new 2020 Adult Use 
Marihuana Facility Permit for 1160 Treat Street, Adrian, Michigan; and 

 
WHEREAS, the City Clerk has determined that pursuant to Section 46-505 (c) (1), Two 

Hippies LLC DBA Green Goddess Health has failed to submit current documentation from the State of 
Michigan showing approved pre-qualification status for any state required commercial marihuana 

license or a copy of a valid state required commercial marihuana license,” in support of their Adult 
Use Marihuana Facility Permit portion of the application; and  

  
 WHEREAS, the City Clerk has reviewed the dual purpose application in whole, confirms that 
the required inspections have been conducted or the required waiver of inspections have been 

submitted; confirms that pursuant to the adopted Commercial Medical Marihuana Facilities that the 
Adult Use Establishments Ordinance, the portion of the application related to renewal of the 2019 
Medical Marihuana Facility Permit DOES meet the requirements for approval, while the 2020 Adult Use 
Marihuana Facility Permit portion of the application DOES NOT meet the requirements for approval.  

 
WHEREAS, the City Clerk recommends the dual-purpose application be approved in part and 

denied in part, by granting approval of the renewal of the 2019 Medical Marihuana Facility Permit and 
denying the 2020 Adult Use Marihuana Facility Permit for Two Hippies LLC DBA Green Goddess Health 
for 1160 Treat Street, Adrian, Michigan. 
 

WHEREAS, Two Hippies LLC DBA Green Goddess Health has submitted a request to extend the 
allotted time to obtain a valid state license under Section 46-502 of the local code, and fully 
understands that (1) this recommendation for approval is for the facility permit only and does not 

apply to the application for extension, (2) that no further extension is guaranteed, and (3) that the 
granting of any extension is subject to the terms of the ordinance.    
 
 NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Adrian City Commission by this resolution, 
hereby approves a renewal of the Medical Marihuana Permit (#MMG18-005) for Two Hippies LLC DBA 
Green Goddess Health for 1160 Treat Street, Adrian, Michigan. 
 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Adrian City Commission by this resolution, hereby denies 
an Adult Use Marihuana Permit and as such, Permit #MMG18-005 for Two Hippies LLC DBA Green 
Goddess Health for 1160 Treat Street, Adrian, Michigan will remain a single purpose permit for 
medical marihuana only. 
 

On motion by Commissioner Heldt, seconded by Commissioner Roberts, this 

Resolution was approved by a 6-0 vote. 

PUBLIC COMMENT 
 



 

 

Jim Armour 

Two Hippies LLC/DBA Green Goddess Health 
 
Ask for an explanation why they were denied for recreational.  State website states that they cannot 

put their paperwork in until 60 days before their inspection.  Asked if they were denied until next 
year’s cycle or can they bring in the proper paperwork next month. 
 
City Attorney Tamaris Henagan explained the reasons why they are not qualified for a recreational 
license or permit within the State of Michigan at this time.  There is a pre-requisite for recreational 
that you must be fully licensed for medical before you can apply for a recreational license.  The City of 

Adrian holds that same requirement within our local codes and ordinances.  Because they are not 
licensed by the State they do not qualify for a recreational or an adult use permit in the City. 
 
Explained that the application window is currently closed and unless another opportunity comes up to 
apply, they will have to wait until next year to apply. 
 
R20-128 - CITY CLERK – Relinquish a Medical Marihuana Facility Permit (#MMP18-008) for 

Erma Gersh, LLC for 1554 W. Maumee St. 
 

RESOLUTION 
 
  WHEREAS, the Adrian City Commission has adopted a Commercial Medical Marihuana 
Facilities and Adult Use Establishments Ordinance, Medical Marihuana Zoning Ordinances, and Medical 
Marihuana Zoning Ordinance Overlays; and 

 
WHEREAS, the Adrian City Commission previously approved a Medical Marihuana Permit 

(#MMP18-008) for a Provisioning Center to Erma Gersh, LLC for 1554 W. Maumee Street; and 
  
 WHEREAS, Troy McLaughlin of Erma Gersh, LLC submitted a letter to the City of Adrian dated 
March 16, 2020 stating that they are relinquishing their Medical Marihuana Permit with the 

understanding the opportunity for 2020 renewal is forfeited; and 
 
 NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Adrian City Commission by this resolution, 

hereby rescinds the Medical Marihuana Permit #MMP18-008 for a Provisioning Center for Erma Gersh, 
LLC, previously issued for the property located at 1554 W. Maumee Street. 
 
 

On motion by Commissioner Watson, seconded by Commissioner Strayer, this 

Resolution was approved by a 6-0 vote. 

R20-129 - CITY COMMISSION – Approve an Employment Agreement for an Interim City 

Administrator/Community Development Director 
 

RESOLUTION 
 

WHEREAS, by Resolution R20-115 dated June 15, 2020, the City Commission approved the 
appointment of Greg Elliott as Interim City Administrator/Community Development Director; and 

WHEREAS, the proposed employment agreement with the Interim City 
Administrator/Community Development Director requires the review and approval of the City 
Commission; and 

WHEREAS, the Mayor recommends approval of this resolution. 

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Adrian City Commission, by this resolution, 
hereby approves the Interim City Administrator/Community Development Director Employment 
Agreement. 

 



 

 

On motion by Commissioner Strayer, seconded by Commissioner Heldt, this 

Resolution was approved by a 6-0 vote. 

R20-130 - CITY COMMISSION – Elimination of the Position of Economic Development 
Coordinator/Creation of Additional Code Enforcement Officer Position 
 
 

     RESOLUTION 

 
 WHEREAS, for Fiscal Year 2020-21, the City has taken a “hold steady” approach due to the 
economic uncertainty created by the COVID-19 pandemic, designed to maintain a budget essentially 
in-line with that under which the City operated during the last fiscal year; and 

 
 WHEREAS, the City Commission continues to receive feedback indicating the blight is among 
the most pressing issues facing the City at this time; and 

 
 WHEREAS, the Community Development Department had previously proposed an additional 
Code Enforcement Officer position in the FY 2020-21 budget, which position was eliminated due to the 
City’s “hold steady” policy; and 

 
 WHEREAS, in addition to having a staff person within the Community Development 
Department devoted to economic development, the City also contracts with Lenawee Now for 
economic development services; and 
  

WHEREAS, the City Commission believes that, at this time, the goals of the Community 

Development Department and the City would be best served if resources devoted to the employment 
of an Economic Development Coordinator were reallocated within the Community Development 
Department so that a second Code Enforcement Officer could be added;  
 
 NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the position of Economic Development Coordinator 
shall be and is eliminated from City staffing effective at 4:30 pm on July 17, 2020, with the incumbent 

in that position to be laid off on that date, at that time; and 

 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Community Development Director is directed to prepare 

an appropriate budget amendment to reallocate the savings gained from eliminating the Economic 
Development Coordinator position so that an additional Code Enforcement Officer can be hired; and 

 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Community Development Director is directed to prepare a 

job description for an additional Code Enforcement Officer position, within the Community 

Development Department, and undertake efforts to fill that position as soon as is practicable. 
 

On motion by Commissioner Gauss, seconded by Commissioner Heldt, this 

Resolution was approved by a 6-0 vote. 

PUBLIC COMMENT 
 
Don Taylor 

City Resident 
 
Always very concerned that when a resolution gets added no one has the opportunity to look at it.  
Why do you want to eliminate the position of Economic Developer in our city?  Would like a reason for 
that.  You are talking about expanding into the code enforcement officer and it doesn’t make any 
sense.  The city needs to work on economic development and hopes that other people on the call will 

support the need for economic development. 
 
 



 

 

Lynne Punnett 

Retired from Habitat 
 
Excited to be retired from Habitat and be able to do more work in conjunction with the City.  Was 

stunned and had no idea this was on the agenda.  Habitat just received a grant to work with the City 
to involve resident engagement in the Master Plan and that wouldn’t have happened without the 
position and the individual in the position.  Feels stunned and think there has been something that has 
been missed in the process. 
 
Richard Hedrick 

Planewave Instruments 
 
He was also very surprised about the position being removed from the City.  Feels it is a very 
important thing that the city does and needs to do.   Code enforcement is totally a different activity.  
They went to great links to come to this city.  The city has a lot of growth potential.  Surprised and 
disappointed if the City doesn’t think economic development is important. 
 

Angela Barbush 
2449 Lakeshore Blvd 
Ypsilanti 
 
Has been inspired by Chris and following his lead from Washtenaw County.  Looking at Lenawee 
County as leaders.   Completely stunned that the resolution would be put on the city’s agenda with not 
much discussion.  Felt that there should be more discussion about this. 

 
Trever Perdue 
Downtown Business Owner 
 
Concerned that this just came about.  Ask why they didn’t get to preview the resolution beforehand 
and it seemed to pop up at the end.  Wondered if there was some other reasoning.  What is the actual 

procedure for eliminating this position?  Felt there should be some type of economic development 
here.    Felt things have drastically improved over the last eleven years.  Brings our whole society and 
city together and the surrounding areas.  Felt code enforcement has nothing to do with economic 

development.  Ask who is going to take over economic development and what is there background 
and what they currently do that would give them the position.  Wanted to voice his concerns and find 
out more about it. 
 

Al Wilkerson 
Governor Croswell Tea Room 
 
Blown away.  Doesn’t know what is going on.  Businesses downtown are looking forward to see what 
they are going to do.  They need direction and stability from city government.  Disappointed that this 
is the first he has heard about it.  Would rather talk to someone in person. 
 

Ken Thompson 
Midwest Sculpture Initiative 
Adrian Center for the Arts 
 
Would like to point out the impact the economic development director has had on the arts in this area 

and the support of the arts.  Would like to point to things like Artalicious and the outdoor sculpture 

located downtown as well as at Siena Heights and at the Planewave Campus.  That position has been 
working hard trying to make Adrian and Lenawee County a more attractive place by using the visual 
arts as part of that.  Feels a lot of that has to do with Chris Miller and his effort and support of such 
things. 
 
COMMISSIONER COMMENTS 
 

Commissioner Watson 
 
Felt that much of this is rooted in feedback from the economy and the community and their cries for 
addressing blight as well as code enforcement, they go hand in hand.    Hears about it frequently and 



 

 

cannot just layer on another position to deal with that.  He understands the short time frame of this 

and it coming up right now.  This was not an unthought out decision and has been contemplated. 
Sometimes they need to move quickly for the greater well-being of the overall body. 
 

Commissioner Heldt  
 
Understands some of the concerns of the persons that spoke.  When he ran for office his main concern 
was focusing on blight and how to clean up the city.  All the Commissioners and the Mayor understand 
the importance of economic development.  Not being able to forecast what state revenue sharing is 
going to be they cannot add another employee especially with the pension news.  He has always been 

honest and very direct with the decisions he makes.  He owns a business here and employs 45 
employees.  He has grown his business and to think that he would do anything to harm the growth of 
the City of Adrian is unfair.  The City Commission has prioritized blight and code enforcement as what 
the people want.  They want to see it addressed.  With the buildings they have dealt with the last 6-10 
months he feels the public is really starting to understand what direction they are going.  He feels that 
if this passes they are on a good trajectory. 
 

Commissioner Strayer 
 
Everyone on the commission feels that economic development is very important and they are not 
turning their back on that.  They are partnering with Lenawee Now and feel very comfortable with 
their abilities and the service they can bring to the community and to the businesses.  It gives them 
the ability to focus on blight.  He has been on the commission for five years and blight comes up more 
often than anything and they haven’t done much to address it.  This is their way to address it and 

does not feel they are going to put the City in harm’s way with the course they are choosing. 
 
PUBLIC COMMENT 
 
Al Wilkerson 
Governor Croswell Tea Room 

 
Owns the Governor Croswell Tea Room.  Grew up in Adrian on French Street.  Take a look at Jefferson 
School.  Feels that if it was on Scott Street it would have been torn down a long time ago. Feels this is 

a big charade talking about blight enforcement.  Need to get people in town to spend money.  He 
receives calls and emails every day about when they are going to open the Tea Room.  Shocked and 
disappointed.  Asked what we are doing and are we trying to build the City? 
 

Rick Hedrick 
Planewave Instruments 
 
He hears the argument that you want to deal with blight.  This change is happening with no 
notification to the public and the business owners.  No discussion and feels there is something else 
going on.  Doesn’t understand why are you getting rid of economic development?  Adrian is the big 
little city in the area and we should be the leaders. Feels we have been the leaders.   Lenawee Now is 

a great organization but it is not Adrian it is Lenawee County.  Doesn’t understand and is very 
disappointed.  It will be nice to talk to someone in person and feels it is a mistake. 
 
Don Taylor 
City Resident 

 

We have been fighting blight for a long time.  Doesn’t feel that moving dollars from economic 
development to that cause is going to solve the problem.  He believes that economic development is 
so important to the community.  Tecumseh has an economic development director and they are 
smaller.  We need to have an economic development director and he doesn’t know the reasoning here 
and it doesn’t make sense.  He felt they were really making a bad decision and doesn’t know why they 
are doing that.  Felt they need to re-evaluate the impact of economic development over the last 5 or 
10 years versus the progress made on blight.   

 
Tom Jakubowski 
1567 W. Maumee Street 
 



 

 

He is in the middle of relocating his business to downtown Adrian.  The person responsible for this and 

that he has been dealing with that found the property and was going to do this has now just been 
tossed out the door.  Believes they have made a grievous error.  There is nothing that can be done 
about it because it was unanimously voted for.    Who is going to contact him and get ahold of him to 

work this whole process of bringing his business downtown? 
 
Dave Moorehead 
North Coast Testing Laboratories 
1725 W. Beecher Street 
 

Wanted to let the City know that last Wednesday, July 1st they received their State Medical License to 
start testing medical marihuana in the City of the Adrian.  Thanked the Mayor, the commission and all 
the departments that were very helpful to get through them through the process.  They have a two to 
three-week validation process with the equipment to get everything ready and probably begin testing 
in late July.  At that time, he would like to extend an invitation to the City to an open house to see 
what they do in their lab.  Thanked them again for their support. 
 

Lynne Punnett 
Tecumseh Resident 
 
Do a lot of housing work all over Lenawee County.  Have worked under three Mayors and two city 
administrators who have attempted to address blight.  Have been invited to each of those committees.  
Felt that there is a lot more to do than just code enforcement and they never really got started.  She 
is hard pressed to articulate what all the things are the city has done to eliminate blight but to add a 

position for code enforcement is not the big picture solution. 
 
Angela Barbush 
2449 Lakeshore Blvd 
Ypsilanti 
Wanted to let the commission know that Chris has put Adrian on the map for the work he has done in 

Adrian over the last decade or so.  Has put Adrian on the map nationally and all over the State of 
Michigan.  There are very few cities that are known for the work that their economic development 
director has done the way that Adrian is known because of the work he has done.  Ypsilanti Township 

has not had an economic development director for over a decade and they are paying the price for it.  
The City of Ypsilanti has and they are reaping the benefits for it.  If blight is the issue, not having 
guidance through the recovery that is in your community and rooted in your community is just going 
to exacerbate the problem.  Really sad to see this happen as a colleague but right across county lines. 

 
Don Taylor 
City Resident 
 
He and his business partners became involved in downtown Adrian in 2012 & 13 and bought a building 
and wanted to restore it to its great historical prominence.  Since then between that group and one 
other group, they have three buildings that they have done great things to. Couldn’t have done any of 

that without the help of the economic development coordinator.  He was their biggest cheerleader and 
helped with the grant process and helped get great publicity for all the things they did.  He wanted 
them to know how important sometimes behind the scenes things that go on to help local investors 
make things happen downtown.  Would not be possible without the help from the city.  Doesn’t think 
that a code enforcement officer is going to do that.  Have a lot of respect for the Code Enforcement 

officer but that is not his job.  We have got to have an economic development person and expressed 

how important it was to his two groups that have improved and enhanced the tax base for three 
properties downtown. 
 
Rick Hedrick 
Planewave Instruments 
 
City Attorney Tamaris Henagan interrupted and ask him to speak only once during public comment. 

 
He commented that it would be nice to be able to comment on these things before votes are made. 
 
 



 

 

COMMISSIONER COMMENTS  

 
Commissioner Watson 
 

On numerous occasions during public comments he heard that along the lines that during the last 7 or 
8 years there has not been enough work done about blight.  That is exactly what they are trying to do 
is to address that and sometimes the way to address that is to allocate resources in charge to do that.  
That is our purpose for this.  Additionally, many of those comments were followed up with that you 
cannot ignore economic development and they haven’t and there have been discussions had.  We 
already have a membership with Lenawee Now and a commitment from them. He does agree with the 

comment that was made that Adrian needs to focus on itself as well.  But with limited resources we 
need to put those resources where they could have a greater impact.  It doesn’t mean that they won’t 
revisit the idea of economic development in the City of Adrian but right now, they need to address 
other problems and other concerns that haven’t been addressed for 5, 6, 7, 8 years as it was noticed 
and disclosed or reminded to us through the public comments. 
 
 

MOTION TO ADJOURN 7:53 PM 
 

On motion by Commissioner Heldt, seconded by Commissioner Strayer & Gauss, the 

motion to adjourn was approved by an all yes vote. 

The next regular meeting of the Adrian City Commission will be held at 7:00 pm on Monday, 

July 20, 2020. 

 

 
 

  Angela Heath     Robin Connor 
  Mayor      City Clerk 
 

 
 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CHECK REGISTER 



 
        July 20, 2020 

 
 
I have examined the attached vouchers and recommend approval of them for 
payment. 
 
           
       __________________________________ 
       Nathan Burd 
       City Administrator 

 
NB:mld 
 
 RESOLVED, that disbursements be and they are hereby authorized for 
warrants directed to be drawn on the City Treasurer for the following: 
  
  

Utility Department Vouchers  

 Vouchers  .....................................................................                             $0.00 

General Fund   

Vouchers #24349 through #24362 ................................ $36,629.04 

Clearing Account Vouchers  

 amounting to.............................................................            

 

 
 $285,373.85 

   

TOTAL EXPENDITURES ............................................................. $322,002.89 
 
  
 
 
 

 

 

On motion by Commissioner                                            , seconded by 

Commissioner                                                  , this resolution was ____________ 

by a                       _______ vote.   



July 20, 2020 GENERAL FUND

CHECK REGISTER

CHECK# AMOUNT PAYEE DESCRIPTION

24349 32,000.00$      Key Bank HSA
24356 90.00$             Dennis Rupp Shelter Refund
24357 30.00$             Lenawee County Register of Deeds Release of Mortgage
24358 200.00$           Elliott & Son Construction Refund Permit Cancellation
24359 175.00$           Savannah Austin Shelter Refund
24360 45.00$             Jeri Colburn Shelter Refund
24361 55.00$             Wanda Suydam Shelter Refund
24362 4,034.04$        Nola's Transportation Dart Payroll 07.17.2020

36,629.04$      

-$                Less : Check 

36,629.04$      
20-Jul-20



INVOICE APPROVAL BY VENDOR REPORT FOR CITY OF ADRIAN, MICHIGAN 1/3Page:07/14/2020 02:58 PM
User: NOWEN
DB: Adrian

EXP CHECK RUN DATES 07/20/2020 - 07/20/2020
BOTH JOURNALIZED AND UNJOURNALIZED

BOTH OPEN AND PAID
Amount RejectedAmount OwedAmount ClaimedClaimant

277.74 3PLAY MEDIA1. 

383.26 AARON HUNT2. 

8,140.78 ACCUMED GROUP3. 

285.00 ADRIAN CHARTER TOWNSHIP4. 

1,582.99 ADRIAN LOCKSMITH & CYCLERY5. 

215.74 ADRIAN NAPA6. 

20.95 ADRIAN WATER CONDITIONING INC7. 

72.57 ADVANCE AUTO PARTS COMMERCIAL CHRG8. 

71.69 AIRGAS USA, LLC9. 

150.00 ALL AMERICAN SEWER & DRAIN10. 

2,054.13 AMAZON CAPITAL SERVICES11. 

177.28 AMERICAN OFFICE SOLUTIONS, INC.12. 

35.16 ANN ARBOR WELDING SUPPLY13. 

254.28 APOLLO FIRE EQUIPMENT CO.14. 

26.64 BAKER'S GAS & WELDING SUPPLIES15. 

178.24 BATTERY WHOLESALE16. 

66.45 BIG C LUMBER17. 

170.00 BLACK SWAMP EQUIPMENT18. 

463.86 BRAKES-N-MORE19. 

108.12 CANON SOLUTIONS AMERICA20. 

715.00 CASCADE SPRINKLER INSPECTION21. 

100.00 CONSUMERS ENERGY22. 

150.00 CURT EMMONS23. 

55.00 D PRINTER, INC.24. 

1,799.89 D&P COMMUNICATIONS, INC.25. 

805.00 DARBY READY-MIX26. 

318.00 DC DENTAL27. 

30.00 DH CUSTOM FABRICATION28. 

145.76 DYNAMIC INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY29. 

1,401.15 EASYPRO POND PRODUCTS30. 

358.62 EJ USA, INC.31. 

213.58 EMERGENCY MEDICAL PRODUCTS INC32. 

498.60 EMERGENT RESPIRATORY33. 

4,190.57 ENTERPRISE FLEET MANAGEMENT 34. 

315.49 FASTENAL COMPANY35. 

10,229.48 FERGUSON WATERWORKS 36. 

1,349.95 GALLANT & SON37. 

2,212.28 GALL'S LLC38. 

3,583.59 GLOBAL INDUSTRIAL 39. 

123.77 GRAINGER INC.40. 

5,756.00 GRAYMONT WESTERN LIME INC.41. 

532.00 GREAT LAKES SECURITY42. 

15.00 HADDEN TIRE COMPANY43. 

780.10 HALLAHAN & ASSOCIATES, PC44. 

3,534.00 HENAGAN & ASSOCIATES PLLC45. 

5,635.29 I C M A VANTAGE POINT46. 

80.06 I C M A VANTAGE POINT47. 

2,615.00 I.T. RIGHT48. 

1,557.26 IDEXX LABORATORIES, INC.49. 

107.50 IP TELECOM SOLUTIONS LLC50. 
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User: NOWEN
DB: Adrian

EXP CHECK RUN DATES 07/20/2020 - 07/20/2020
BOTH JOURNALIZED AND UNJOURNALIZED

BOTH OPEN AND PAID
Amount RejectedAmount OwedAmount ClaimedClaimant

2,610.00 K & B ASPHALT SEALCOATING, INC51. 

47.50 KELLER THOMA, P.C.52. 

804.15 KENT COMMUNICATIONS53. 

1,227.03 KODIAK EMERGENCY VEHICLES54. 

9.71 KONICA MINOLTA BUSINESS SOLUTIONS55. 

959.31 LANSING SANITARY SUPPLY INC56. 

10,308.04 LENAWEE COUNTY ADMIN OFFICE57. 

1,702.75 LENAWEE COUNTY EQUALIZATION DEPT.58. 

13,406.50 LENAWEE COUNTY PROSECUTORS59. 

1,172.40 LENAWEE MEDIA GROUP60. 

156.50 LEXIS NEXIS 61. 

3,107.46 LOWE'S CREDIT SERVICES62. 

149.99 LUCAS BERNATH63. 

316.20 LYDEN OIL COMPANY64. 

205.43 MAPLE CITY GLASS INC.65. 

1,248.00 MATHESON TRI-GAS, INC.66. 

34.78 MCGOWAN ELECTRIC SUPPLY INC67. 

99.19 MCMASTER- CARR SUPPLY CO.68. 

1,500.00 MICHAEL ANDREWS CONCRETE69. 

5,600.38 MICHIGAN PIPE & VALVE INC70. 

77.79 MT BUSINESS TECHNOLOGIES, INC71. 

140,662.00 MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES' RETIRE72. 

515.43 O.P. AQUATICS73. 

467.00 OAKLAND COUNTY74. 

80.00 PACE ANALYTICAL SERVICES75. 

100.67 PEERLESS SUPPLY INC76. 

900.00 PIONEER MANUFACTURING CO.77. 

262.95 POWERPLAN78. 

117.00 PRO-MED UNIFORM79. 

308.81 R.W. MERCER80. 

399.00 RASTRAC81. 

1,255.00 REGIONAL WATER AUTHORITY82. 

1,080.00 RIGHT WAY CONTROL LLC83. 

794.00 ROPES & RIGGING TREE SERVICE, LLC84. 

73.80 SIRCHIE FINGER PRINT LABORATORIES 85. 

320.00 SMITHS NURSERY & LANDSCAPING86. 

340.00 STATE OF MICHIGAN87. 

1,014.47 STEVENS DISPOSAL88. 

9,000.00 TERRAFIRMA DRILLING, INC.89. 

273.19 THEE OLD MILL LLC90. 

410.79 THOMSON WEST91. 

1,581.00 TIRE OUTLET PLUS92. 

5,942.50 TOBY'S INSTRUMENT SHOP INC93. 

4,929.23 TRI-COUNTY INTERNATIONAL TRUCKS INC94. 

2,058.00 UIS PROGRAMMABLE95. 

253.40 USA BLUEBOOK96. 

927.84 VAN BRUNT TRANSPORT INC97. 

493.84 VERIZON WIRELESS98. 

207.61 WALTER GREG LANFORD99. 

535.00 WENSCO SIGN SUPPLY100. 
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EXP CHECK RUN DATES 07/20/2020 - 07/20/2020
BOTH JOURNALIZED AND UNJOURNALIZED

BOTH OPEN AND PAID
Amount RejectedAmount OwedAmount ClaimedClaimant

275.39 WEX BANK101. 

1,110.00 WILLIAM PATTEUW102. 

285,373.85 ***TOTAL ALL CLAIMS***



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

REGULAR AGENDA 
 



City of Adrian 
DIAL-A-RIDE 

 
 
 

To: Nathan Burd, City Administrator 
 Honorable Mayor Heath 
 Adrian City Commissioners 
 
From: Marcia Bohannon, Transportation Coordinator 
 
Re:   Agreement 2017-0002 
 Authorization No. P7/R1 
 

This REVISED project authorization provides an increase in FY 2020 Section 5311 Operating 
Formula funds for rural areas.  This is our federal funding source which provides operating 
dollars at a reimbursement rate of 18% of eligible audited costs.  However, due to the 
award of CARES Act funding at MDOT, the federal operating assistance funds have been 
increased from 18% to 36% of our eligible audited expenses.   
Based on our estimated annual budget, the total amount of federal dollars will be $71,510 
with additional CARES Act funds of $71,510. 
Our budget was submitted in FY 2019 and the COVID-19 pandemic was not considered. 
We are anticipating our operating expenses will be under budget.  This reduction of 
operating expenses will negatively impact the amount of federal funds we receive, as well.   

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



R20-131           Jul 20, 2020 
          

RE:  TRANSPORTATION – Resolution approving a REVISED project authorization 
for Federal Operating Assistance for the Adrian Dial-A-Ride and to authorize the 
Mayor and City Clerk to execute said project authorization. 

 
RESOLUTION 

 
 WHEREAS, the City of Adrian desires to continue provisions of Dial-A-Ride service; 
and, 
 
 WHEREAS, a Project Authorization had been proposed which provided FY 2020 
Section 5311 Operating assistance for such service, effective October 1, 2019 and expiring 
September 30, 2020, based on 18% of the estimated eligible costs, or $71,510; and 
 

WHEREAS, the maximum amount to be paid will not exceed 18% of the audited 
costs and if funds are insufficient to reimburse at 18% of the audited costs, a new 
reimbursement percentage will be calculated for all agencies; and  

 
WHEREAS, a revised project authorization has been proposed which provides an 

increase in funding and changes the reimbursement percentage from 18% to 36%. 
 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the City Commission of the City of Adrian 

does hereby approve the proposed Agreement No. 2017-0002, Authorization No. P7/R1 for 
FY 2020 Section 5311 Operating Assistance. 

 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the monies from the grant be given to Adrian 

Dial-A-Ride in accordance with the terms of the Authorization No. P7/R1. 
 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the City Commission authorizes the Mayor and City 

Clerk to execute Authorization No. P7/R1 for and on behalf of the City of Adrian. 
 
 
 
 
 

On motion by Commissioner __________________________, seconded by Commissioner 
____________________________, this resolution was ______________ 
by a _____________________vote. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



M E M O______________________________________  
 
 
DATE:  July 14, 2020 
 
TO:  Greg Elliott, Interim City Administrator 
  Angela Sword Heath, Mayor 
  City Commission 
 
FROM: Nathan Owen, Finance Director 
 
Re:   FY2019-20 Fourth Quarter Recommended Budget Amendments 
 
Public Act 621 of 1978, the Uniform Budgeting and Accounting Act for Local Units of 
Government, provides for adjustments to the Adopted Budget.  The Financial Forecast has 
identified several variances between current projections and estimated Revenues and 
Appropriations included in the Adopted and Amended FY2019-20 Budget and recommend the 
attached adjustments. 
 
The recommended budget amendments comply with the Uniform Budgeting and Accounting Act 
requirements as that no appropriations may be submitted to the City Commission that would 
allow total expenditures, including an accrued deficit, to exceed total estimated revenues, 
including an available surplus. 
 
When the budget is adopted in April, it is set using the best information at the time and using the 
plan at that time.  As the year progresses, plans are amended, cost rise or fall and emergencies 
arise.  The attached amendments are adjustments to reflect all of the occurrences above.  In June 
of 2018 a new administrative budget amendment process was adopted by the City Commission 
to help departments better handle these changes as they occur which will result in a more 
dynamic budget and help keep the commission better informed as to the overall direction of the 
departments and their budgets.   
 
State Revenue Sharing Update: 
In replacement of the old EVIP program, the State of Michigan established a simplified version 
called the City, Village and Township Revenue Sharing (CVTRS) program.  Under this program 
the city is still required to meet the Accountability and Transparency requirements, but the 
Consolidation of Service Plan and the Unfunded Accrued Liability Plan requirements have been 
eliminated.  Below are the anticipated payments for this fiscal year compared with what has 
actually been received.   
 
 
 
 
 



 
Payment Date 

FY2018-19 
Estimated 

FY2018-19 
Actual 

FY2019-20 
Estimated 

FY2019-20 
Actual 

August $304,479 $305,238 $304,479 $315,896 
October $315,411 $320,945 $334,862 $327,388 
December $306,190 $319,853 $314,474 $341,686 
February $293,256 $299,106 $307,059 $312,600 
April $277,176 $277,949 $279,434 $303,638 
June $276,279 $283,204 $134,399 $264,093 
     

TOTAL $1,772,791 $1.806.295 $1,674,707 $1,865,301 
 
 
CVTRS Program: 
   

 
Payment Date 

FY2018-19 
Estimated 

FY2018-19 
Actual 

FY2019-20 
Estimated 

FY2019-20 
Actual 

August $81,512 $81,512 $81,493 $81,497 
October $81,493 $81,493 $83,368 $83,368 
December $81,493 $81,493 $83,368 $83,368 
February $81,493 $81,493 $83,368 $83,368 
April $81,493 $81,493 $83,368 $83,368 
June $81,493 $81,493 $83,369 $83,368 
     

TOTAL $486,197 $488,977 $498,333 $498,337 
 
 
General Fund: 
In the 3rd quarter we budgeted a 50% decrease in the June constitutional revenue sharing 
payment, however we received the amount that was more in line with our original projection. 
With our final PPT replacement payment of $456,702 in May, we exceeded the budget amount 
by $423,061 for the fiscal year. There was an additional $70,000 in medical marihuana revenues 
above what was budgeted from the 3rd quarter. The Fire Department’s ambulance transport 
revenues also exceeded the fiscal year budget by 188,000. While the effects of Covid-19 have 
impacted the budget and will continue to, considering the circumstances the General Fund 
remains relatively healthy.  
 
Major Street Fund:   
The gas and weight tax received from the State of Michigan fell $200,845 below the budgeted 
amount for the fiscal year. This shortfall resulted from the decreased payments in April and May 
due from decreased travel due to Covid-19 travel restrictions. The expenditures were adjusted to 
align with actual expenditures. 
 
Local Street Fund: 
The gas and weight tax received from the State of Michigan fell $43,509 below the budgeted 
amount for the fiscal year. This was due to the same reasons mentioned above for the Major 



Street funds. With travel restrictions currently eased a bit, the hope is that the gas and weight 
taxes will start to trend upward.  
 
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (517) 264-4824 or by email at 
nowen@adrianmi.gov. 
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GENERAL FUND (101)
REVENUE:
Dept. 201:  FINANCE
101-201.00-445.000 PENALTIES ON TAXES $60,000 $62,000 $60,000 ($2,000) To adjust to actual
101-201.00-664.000 INVESTMENT EARNINGS $75,000 $100,000 $145,800 $45,800 To adjust to actual
101-201.00-665.000 CHG IN MARKET VALUE $0 $0 $20,000 $20,000 To adjust to actual

Dept. 209:  ASSESSOR
101-209.00-695.000 OTHER $2,000 $5,000 $6,300 $1,300 To adjust to actual

Dept. 215:  CLERK
101-215.00-459.000 AMUSEMENTS $1,600 $1,600 $1,055 ($545) To adjust to actual
101-215.00-473.000 MEDICAL MARIJUANA LICENSE $135,000 $320,000 $390,000 $70,000 To reflect license renewal

$0
Dept. 276:  CEMETERY
101-276.00-628.000 FOUNDATIONS - CEMETERY $7,000 $7,000 $5,370 ($1,630) To adjust to actual
101-276.00-629.000 GRAVE OPENINGS $30,000 $30,000 $32,920 $2,920 To adjust to actual
101-276.00-642.000 PET CEMETERY $0 $0 $200 $200 To adjust to actual

Dept. 301:  POLICE DEPARTMENT
101-301.00-455.000 PARKING PERMITS $0 $0 $770 $770 To adjust to actual
101-301.00-506.000 APS SRO GRANT $42,000 $42,000 $32,710 ($9,290) To adjust to actual
101-301.00-534.000 NARCOTIC ENFORCEMENT GRANT $0 $0 $2,700 $2,700 To adjust to actual
101-301.00-543.000 POLICE TRAINING GRANT $2,415 $2,415 $4,500 $2,085 To adjust to actual
101-301.00-624.000 LIVESCAN FINGERPRINTING $11,000 $11,000 $4,885 ($6,115) To adjust to actual
101-301.00-627.000 DUPLICATING $5,000 $5,000 $6,490 $1,490 To adjust to actual
101-301.00-650.000 FALSE ALARMS $5,000 $19,000 $23,900 $4,900 To adjust to actual
101-301.00-656.000 PARKING FINES $7,500 $30,000 $28,810 ($1,190) To adjust to actual
101-301.00-659.000 ORDINANCE FINES $45,000 $32,000 $34,280 $2,280 To adjust to actual
101-301.00-660.000 TOW & IMPOUND $13,000 $13,000 $13,415 $415 To adjust to actual
101-301.00-675.001 DONATIONS-POLICE RESERVES $0 $0 $2,490 $2,490 To adjust to actual
101-301.00-695.000 OTHER $0 $3,910 $4,820 $910 To adjust to actual

Dept 336:  FIRE
101-336.00-639.000 TRANSPORT SERVICES $753,945 $753,945 $942,000 $188,055 To adjust to actual
101-336.00-686.000 FIRE TRAINING CLASSES $0 $0 $264 $264 To adjust to actual
101-336.00-695.000 OTHER $1,000 $5,000 $5,370 $370 To adjust to actual

Dept. 371:  INSPECTIONS
101-371.00-475.000 VACANT BLDG REGIST. $5,500 $5,500 $3,800 ($1,700) To adjust to actual
101-371.00-477.000 BUILDING $130,000 $130,000 $118,680 ($11,320) To adjust to actual
101-371.00-478.000 ELECTRICAL $40,000 $56,000 $62,290 $6,290 To adjust to actual
101-371.00-479.000 HEATING $30,000 $38,000 $46,250 $8,250 To adjust to actual
101-371.00-482.000 PLUMBING $20,000 $26,000 $28,025 $2,025 To adjust to actual
101-371.00-485.000 ZONING $6,000 $20,000 $25,750 $5,750 To adjust to actual
101-371.00-486.000 MISC $3,500 $3,500 $2,075 ($1,425) To adjust to actual
101-371.00-487.000 RENTAL REGISTRATION $110,000 $110,000 $79,200 ($30,800) To adjust to actual

Dept 441:  PUBLIC WORKS
101-441.00-481.000 RENTS $3,000 $8,000 $4,040 ($3,960) To adjust to actual
101-441.00-695.000 OTHER $0 $0 $556 $556 To adjust to actual
101-441.00-695.004 SALE OF SIGNS $2,500 $2,500 $900 ($1,600) To adjust to actual

Dept. 691:  RECREATION
101-691.00-651.059 USE FEES-PIOTTER $39,000 $39,000 $35,525 ($3,475) To adjust to actual

Dept 697:  PARKS
101-697.00-651.040 USE/ADM FEES-REC-BALLFIELDS $10,000 $10,000 $0 ($10,000) To adjust to actual
101-697.00-651.072 SHELTER USE $6,000 $6,000 $8,215 $2,215 To adjust to actual
101-697.00-673.106 WEED MOWING $20,000 $20,000 $23,675 $3,675 To adjust to actual
101-697.00-675.081 DONATIONS-PARKS & FORESTRY $500 $500 $0 ($500) To adjust to actual
101-697.00-695.000 OTHER $2,500 $22,500 $21,900 ($600) To adjust to actual

Dept 698:  HERITAGE PARK
101-698.00-695.000 OTHER $2,000 $11,353 $15,045 $3,692 To adjust to actual

Dept. 738:  LIBRARY
101-738.00-676.206 TRANSFER IN - LIBRARY $220,110 $220,110 $221,570 $1,460 To adjust to actual

CITY OF ADRIAN
FY 2019-20 BUDGET AMENDMENTS

FOURTH QUARTER FINANCIAL FORECAST
RECOMMENDED BUDGET AMENDMENTS

REASON
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Dept. 990 - NON DEPARTMENTAL
101-990.00-404.000 CURRENT REAL TAX $4,343,000 $4,354,000 $4,348,800 ($5,200) To adjust to actual
101-990.00-405.000 CURRENT PERS PROP TAX $475,000 $475,000 $461,325 ($13,675) To adjust to actual
101-990.00-573.001 LOCAL STABILIZATION $600,000 $630,000 $1,053,060 $423,060 To reflect add'l payment
101-990.00-575.000 SALES & USE TAX $1,879,400 $1,729,400 $1,865,300 $135,900 To adjust to actual
101-990.00-675.077 TV CABLE $242,000 $242,000 $225,115 ($16,885) To adjust to actual
101-990.00-697.000 PRIOR YEARS REVENUE $0 $259,904 $0 ($259,904) To adjust to actual

TOTAL GENERAL FUND REVENUE $9,386,470 $9,862,137 $10,420,145 $558,008

EXPENDITURES:
Dept. 101: CITY COMMISSION
101-101.00-702.000 WAGES $25,505 $25,505 $23,375 ($2,130) To adjust to actual

Dept. 172: CITY ADMINISTRATOR
101-172.00-718.000 RETIREMENT $25,105 $25,105 $27,180 $2,075 To adjust to actual

Dept. 191: ELECTION
101-191.00-741.000 OPER SUPPLIES $14,000 $14,000 $10,315 ($3,685) To adjust to actual
101-191.00-941.000 BUILDING RENTAL $3,000 $3,000 $1,800 ($1,200) To adjust to actual

Dept. 201:  FINANCE
101-201.00-718.000 RETIREMENT $49,880 $49,880 $46,215 ($3,665) To adjust to actual
101-201.00-728.000 OFFICE SUPPLIES $7,000 $7,000 $3,615 ($3,385) To adjust to actual
101-201.00-730.000 POSTAGE $9,500 $9,500 $6,080 ($3,420) To adjust to actual
101-201.00-812.000 CONSULTANT FEES $0 $5,000 $5,850 $850 To adjust to actual
101-201.00-860.000 TRANSPORTATION $600 $600 $0 ($600) To adjust to actual
101-201.00-901.000 ADVERTISING $23,000 $23,000 $21,710 ($1,290) To adjust to actual
101-201.00-914.000 WORKER'S COMPENSATION $1,205 $1,205 $2,823 $1,618 To adjust to actual
101-201.00-932.000 OFFICE EQUIP MAINT $4,000 $4,000 $2,390 ($1,610) To adjust to actual
101-201.00-965.000 DISTRIB-WAGES ($125,000) ($125,000) ($78,000) $47,000 To adjust to actual

Dept. 209:  ASSESSOR
101-209.00-702.000 WAGES $91,635 $91,635 $92,810 $1,175 To adjust to actual
101-209.00-718.000 RETIREMENT $26,580 $26,580 $28,205 $1,625 To adjust to actual

Dept. 210:  ATTORNEY
101-210.00-801.000 LEGAL FEES $80,000 $145,324 $102,970 ($42,354) To adjust to actual

Dept. 215: CITY CLERK
101-215.00-702.000 WAGES $81,180 $81,180 $78,890 ($2,290) To adjust to actual

Dept. 226:  HUMAN RESOURCES
101-226.00-702.000 WAGES $109,640 $109,640 $103,910 ($5,730) To adjust to actual
101-226.00-753.000 ADMIN EXPENSE $3,000 $3,000 $1,650 ($1,350) To adjust to actual
101-226.00-718.000 RETIREMENT $33,465 $33,465 $35,845 $2,380 To adjust to actual
101-226.00-812.000 CONSULTANT $4,000 $8,165 $5,640 ($2,525) To adjust to actual
101-226.00-954.000 TUITION REIMBURSEMENT $5,000 $3,865 $1,600 ($2,265) To adjust to actual

Dept. 276:  CEMETERY
101-276.00-702.000 WAGES $107,205 $107,205 $114,450 $7,245 To adjust to actual
101-276.00-703.000 WAGES - PART TIME $60,000 $60,000 $44,480 ($15,520) To adjust to actual
101-276.00-704.000 OVERTIME $5,000 $5,000 $1,050 ($3,950) To adjust to actual
101-276.00-715.000 SOCIAL SECURITY $13,175 $13,175 $11,050 ($2,125) To adjust to actual
101-276.00-716.000 HOSPITALIZATION INS $21,650 $21,650 $14,505 ($7,145) To adjust to actual
101-276.00-718.000 RETIREMENT $29,270 $29,270 $35,490 $6,220 To adjust to actual
101-276.00-719.000 UNEMPLOYMENT $1,725 $1,725 $665 ($1,060) To adjust to actual
101-276.00-745.000 GAS-LUBE-ANTIFREEZE $9,000 $8,750 $4,935 ($3,815) To adjust to actual
101-276.00-776.000 MAINT SUPPLIES $17,000 $17,000 $20,400 $3,400 To adjust to actual
101-276.00-943.662 VEH RENT-MOTOR POOL $16,280 $16,280 $7,720 ($8,560) To adjust to actual

Dept. 301:  POLICE
101-301.00-702.000 WAGES $1,946,780 $1,938,985 $1,918,430 ($20,555) To adjust to actual
101-301.00-703.000 WAGES-PART TIME $61,000 $61,000 $43,420 ($17,580) To adjust to actual
101-301.00-704.000 OVERTIME $85,000 $85,000 $95,445 $10,445 To adjust to actual
101-301.00-710.000 SICK WAGES $28,405 $28,405 $0 ($28,405) To adjust to actual
101-301.00-715.000 SOCIAL SECURITY $40,235 $40,235 $37,400 ($2,835) To adjust to actual
101-301.00-716.000 HOSP INSURANCE $386,410 $386,410 $353,075 ($33,335) To adjust to actual
101-301.00-716.000 DENTAL INSURANCE $19,490 $19,490 $15,490 ($4,000) To adjust to actual
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101-301.00-718.000 RETIREMENT $579,730 $579,730 $592,470 $12,740 To adjust to actual
101-301.00-719.000 UNEMPLOY $8,285 $8,285 $3,155 ($5,130) To adjust to actual
101-301.00-743.000 UNIFORMS $25,000 $34,000 $36,000 $2,000 To adjust to actual
101-301.00-747.000 LIVESCAN FINGERPRINTING $9,000 $4,000 $2,755 ($1,245) To adjust to actual
101-301.00-749.000 BODY CAM REPLACEMENT $6,000 $6,000 $200 ($5,800) To adjust to actual
101-301.00-807.000 MEDICAL SERVICES $2,500 $2,500 $1,345 ($1,155) To adjust to actual
101-301.00-851.000 TELEPHONE $9,000 $9,000 $10,350 $1,350 To adjust to actual
101-301.00-853.000 RADIO MAINTENANCE $1,000 $1,000 $0 ($1,000) To adjust to actual
101-301.00-914.000 WORK COMP $52,185 $52,185 $62,230 $10,045 To adjust to actual
101-301.00-957.000 TRAINING $15,500 $23,295 $18,690 ($4,605) To adjust to actual
101-301.00-977.000 CAPITAL - EQUIP $5,000 $5,000 $2,925 ($2,075) To adjust to actual

Dept. 336:  FIRE
101-336.00-702.000 WAGES $1,249,775 $1,249,775 $1,175,015 ($74,760) To reflect position not filled
101-336.00-704.000 OVERTIME $30,000 $30,000 $53,655 $23,655 To adjust to actual
101-336.00-711.000 EDUCATION $32,000 $32,000 $28,100 ($3,900) To adjust to actual
101-336.00-716.000 HOSPITALIZATION $269,025 $269,025 $233,870 ($35,155) To adjust to actual
101-336.00-716.001 DENTAL $15,260 $15,260 $12,455 ($2,805) To adjust to actual
101-336.00-718.000 RETIREMENT $377,055 $377,055 $383,865 $6,810 To adjust to actual
101-336.00-719.000 UNEMPLOY COMP $4,645 $4,645 $2,115 ($2,530) To adjust to actual
101-336.00-720.000 HOLIDAY PAY $70,000 $70,000 $66,060 ($3,940) To adjust to actual
101-336.00-722.000 VACATION PAY $0 $12,410 $29,675 $17,265 To adjust to actual
101-336.00-741.000 OPER SUPPLIES $22,000 $21,775 $19,700 ($2,075) To adjust to actual
101-336.00-741.052 OPERATING SUPPLIES - EMS $30,000 $30,449 $28,880 ($1,569) To adjust to actual
101-336.00-741.053 OPERATING SUPPLIES-EMS BILLING $57,295 $57,295 $72,510 $15,215 To adjust to actual
101-336.00-741.054 OPERATING SUPPLIES - ESO SOFT $9,000 $9,000 $5,725 ($3,275) To adjust to actual
101-336.00-741.055 OPERATING SUPPLIES- EMS EQUIP $15,000 $15,000 $9,955 ($5,045) To adjust to actual
101-336.00-807.000 MEDICAL SERVICES $6,000 $6,000 $3,415 ($2,585)
101-336.00-860.000 TRANSPORTATION $2,500 $2,500 $1,340 ($1,160) To adjust to actual
101-336.00-914.000 WORK COMP $53,635 $53,635 $59,230 $5,595 To adjust to actual

Dept. 371:  INSPECTIONS
101-371.00-703.000 WAGES-PART TIME $60,000 $60,000 $57,140 ($2,860) To adjust to actual
101-371.00-710.000 SICK TIME $0 $0 $2,295 $2,295 To adjust to actual
101-371.00-716.000 HOSPITALIZATION INS $21,890 $21,890 $16,270 ($5,620) To adjust to actual
101-371.00-718.000 RETIREMENT $25,255 $25,255 $32,020 $6,765 To adjust to actual
101-371.00-943.662 VEH RENT-MVP $7,665 $18,000 $19,645 $1,645 To adjust to actual
101-371.00-728.000 OFFICE SUPPLIES $2,500 $2,500 $1,665 ($835) To adjust to actual
101-371.00-801.000 CONTRACT SERVICES $0 $8,345 $11,705 $3,360 To adjust to actual

Dept. 441:  PUBLIC WORKS
101-441.00-702.000 WAGES $75,000 $75,000 $86,190 $11,190 To reflect change in staffing
101-441.00-704.000 OVERTIME $3,500 $3,500 $0 ($3,500) To adjust to actual
101-441.00-715.000 SOCIAL SECURITY $29,415 $29,415 $25,060 ($4,355) To adjust to actual
101-441.00-716.000 HOSPITALIZATION INS $87,500 $87,500 $70,775 ($16,725) To adjust to actual
101-441.00-718.000 RETIREMENT $97,570 $97,570 $77,145 ($20,425) To adjust to actual
101-441.00-719.000 UNEMPLOYMENT $125 $125 $1,455 $1,330 To adjust to actual
101-441.00-721.000 SICK PAY ALLOWANCE $1,000 $1,000 $2,135 $1,135 To adjust to actual
101-441.00-722.000 VACATION PAY $25,500 $25,500 $21,565 ($3,935) To adjust to actual
101-441.00-805.000 MEMBERSHIP $500 $500 $0 ($500) To adjust to actual
101-441.00-914.000 WORKER'S COMP $22,585 $22,585 $28,840 $6,255 To adjust to actual
101-441.00-961.000 DISTRIB-OVERHEAD ($100,000) ($100,000) ($115,905) ($15,905) To adjust to actual

Dept. 442:  CENTRAL STORES
101-442.00-741.000 OPERATING SUPPLIES $160,000 $160,000 $109,135 ($50,865) To adjust to actual
101-442.00-963.000 DISTRIB-MATERIALS ($140,000) ($140,000) ($117,075) $22,925 To adjust to actual

Dept. 449: ENGINEERING
101-449.00-715.000 SOCIAL SECURITY $995 $995 $0 ($995) To adjust to actual
101-449.00-716.000 HOSPITALIZATION INS $3,600 $3,600 $600 ($3,000) To adjust to actual
101-449.00-716.001 DENTAL $180 $180 $0 ($180) To adjust to actual
101-449.00-730.000 POSTAGE $600 $600 $1,115 $515 To adjust to actual
101-449.00-914.000 WORKER'S COMP $865 $865 $0 ($865) To adjust to actual
101-449.00-943.662 VEH RENT-MVP $11,695 $18,000 $19,775 $1,775 To adjust to actual
101-449.00-957.000 TRAINING $1,250 $1,250 $555 ($695) To adjust to actual

Dept. 450:  STREET LIGHTING
101-450.00-776.000 MAINT SUPPLIES $3,500 $3,500 $1,365 ($2,135) To adjust to actual
101-450.00-801.000 CONTRACT SERVICES $10,000 $10,000 $4,400 ($5,600) To adjust to actual
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101-450.00-921.000 ELECTRICAL $130,000 $130,000 $111,555 ($18,445) To adjust to actual

Dept. 550:  FIXED EXPENSES
101-550.00-991.000 BOND PRINCIPAL $265,000 $265,000 $260,000 ($5,000) To adjust to actual
101-550.00-995.000 BOND INTEREST EXPENSE $188,640 $188,640 $188,033 ($607) To reflect chg in reimbursem
101-550.00-999.000 PAYING AGENT FEE $4,050 $4,050 $3,300 ($750) To adjust to actual

Dept. 691:  RECREATION
101-691.00-741.060 OPER SUPPLIES - SKATE PARK $5,000 $5,000 $0 ($5,000) To adjust to actual
101-691.00-741.061 SUPPLIES - AQUATICS $10,000 $10,000 $7,690 ($2,310) To adjust to actual
101-691.00-801.000 CONTRACT SERVICES $30,000 $30,000 $5,950 ($24,050) To adjust to actual
101-691.00-801.054 CONTRACT SERV-YOUTH SPORTS $2,000 $2,000 $0 ($2,000) To adjust to actual
101-691.00-801.061 CONTRACTED-AQUATICS $25,000 $25,000 $17,800 ($7,200) To adjust to actual

Dept. 697:  PARKS
101-697.00-702.000 WAGES $140,000 $140,000 $161,130 $21,130 To adjust to actual
101-697.00-703.000 PART TIME WAGES $69,500 $69,500 $26,500 ($43,000) To adjust to actual
101-697.00-704.000 OVERTIME $7,500 $7,500 $3,310 ($4,190) To adjust to actual
101-697.00-710.000 SICK/COMP WAGES $4,505 $4,505 $13,535 $9,030 To adjust to actual
101-697.00-715.000 SOC SECURITY $17,930 $17,930 $21,605 $3,675 To adjust to actual
101-697.00-716.000 HOSPITALIZATION $24,400 $24,400 $26,670 $2,270 To adjust to actual
101-697.00-720.000 HOLIDAY PAY $0 $0 $1,780 $1,780 To adjust to actual
101-697.00-722.000 VACATION PAY $0 $0 $1,555 $1,555 To adjust to actual
101-697.00-718.000 RETIREMENT $17,330 $17,330 $24,110 $6,780 To adjust to actual
101-697.00-719.000 UNEMPLOYMENT $2,188 $2,188 $1,470 ($718) To adjust to actual
101-697.00-741.000 OPER SUPPLIES $1,500 $1,500 $240 ($1,260) To adjust to actual
101-697.00-745.000 GASOLINE $7,500 $7,500 $3,260 ($4,240) To adjust to actual
101-697.00-911.000 PROPERTY INSURANCE $5,595 $5,595 $4,240 ($1,355) To adjust to actual
101-697.00-914.000 WORKER'S COMPENSATION $5,925 $5,925 $7,520 $1,595 To adjust to actual
101-697.00-943.662 VEH RENT-MVP $56,275 $56,275 $23,410 ($32,865) To adjust to actual
101-697.00-957.000 TRAINING $500 $500 $0 ($500) To adjust to actual
101-697.00-975.203 CAPITAL IMP- ROOF REPLACE $10,000 $10,000 $0 ($10,000) To adjust to actual
101-697.00-975.204 CAPITAL IMP- CONCRETE WORK $5,000 $5,000 $0 ($5,000) To adjust to actual

Dept. 698:  HERITAGE
101-698.00-702.000 WAGES $44,215 $44,215 $64,225 $20,010 To adjust to actual
101-698.00-703.000 WAGES-PART TIME $9,700 $9,700 $11,315 $1,615 To adjust to actual
101-698.00-704.000 OVERTIME $2,900 $2,900 $4,590 $1,690 To adjust to actual
101-698.00-715.000 SOC SECURITY $4,345 $4,345 $3,350 ($995) To adjust to actual
101-698.00-716.000 HOSPITALIZATION $15,180 $15,180 $13,670 ($1,510) To adjust to actual
101-698.00-718.000 RETIREMENT $5,365 $5,365 $8,545 $3,180 To adjust to actual
101-698.00-801.000 CONTRACT SERVICES $39,000 $39,000 $41,450 $2,450 To adjust to actual
101-698.00-914.000 WORK COMP $1,540 $1,540 $150 ($1,390) To adjust to actual
101-698.00-921.000 ELECTRIC $8,200 $8,200 $6,835 ($1,365) To adjust to actual
101-698.00-943.662 VEH RENT-MVP $6,500 $6,500 $7,350 $850 To adjust to actual

Dept. 738:  DISTRICT LIBRARY
101-738.00-702.000 WAGES $146,920 $146,920 $129,810 ($17,110) To adjust to actual
101-738.00-718.000 RETIREMENT $42,595 $42,595 $37,645 ($4,950) To adjust to actual
101-738.00-911.000 PROPERTY INSURANCE $15,814 $15,814 $7,905 ($7,909) To adjust to actual

Dept. 801:  PLANNING COMMISSION
101-801.00-805.000 MEMBERSHIP $3,900 $3,900 $350 ($3,550) To adjust to actual
101-801.00-957.000 TRAINING $500 $500 $0 ($500) To adjust to actual

Dept. 802:  HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION
101-802.00-957.000 TRAINING $943 $943 $317 ($626) To match donation

Dept. 836:  OTHER PROJECTS
101-836.00-801.000 CONTRACT SERVICES $15,000 $19,760 $22,860 $3,100 To adjust to actual

Dept. 895:  COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
101-895.00-702.000 WAGES $188,513 $188,513 $175,185 ($13,328) To adjust to actual
101-895.00-715.000 SOCIAL SECURITY $14,455 $14,455 $13,100 ($1,355) To adjust to actual
101-895.00-716.000 HOSPITILIZATION INS $38,790 $38,790 $33,905 ($4,885) To adjust to actual
101-895.00-717.000 LIFE INSURANCE $2,185 $2,185 $525 ($1,660) To adjust to actual
101-895.00-718.000 RETIREMENT $29,765 $29,765 $28,495 ($1,270) To adjust to actual
101-895.00-801.001 CONTRACT SERV-OPPZONE TOOLKI $3,125 $3,125 $6,250 $3,125 To adjust to actual
101-895.00-860.000 TRANSPORTATION $510 $510 $0 ($510) To adjust to actual
101-895.00-969.000 TRANSFER $15,000 $15,000 $18,750 $3,750 To adjust to actual
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Dept. 990:  NON-DEPARTMENTAL
101-990.00-990.000 CONTINGENCY $0 $0 $984,176 $984,176 To adjust to actual

TOTAL GENERAL FUND EXPENDITURES $8,311,688 $8,431,171 $8,989,179 $558,008

MAJOR STREET FUND (202):
REVENUE:
202-000.00-546.000 GAS & WEIGHT TAX $1,648,099 $1,380,000 $1,678,760 $298,760 To reflect increase funding
202-000.00-565.000 BRIDGE GRANT $181,000 $181,000 $0 ($181,000) To move to FY2020-21
202-000.00-697.000 PRIOR YEARS REVENUE $0 $628,374 $410,772 ($217,602) To adjust to actual

TOTAL MAJOR STREET REVENUES $1,829,099 $2,189,374 $2,089,532 ($99,842)

EXPENDITURES:
202-451.04-702.203 LOCUST-SIENA TO TOLEDO $0 $0 $9,365 $9,365 To adjust to actual
202-451.04-776.203 LOCUST-SIENA TO TOLEDO $0 $0 $15,100 $15,100 To adjust to actual
202-451.04-943.203 LOCUST-SIENA TO TOLEDO $0 $0 $13,420 $13,420 To adjust to actual

202-463.00-702.000 WAGES $36,890 $36,890 $33,690 ($3,200) To adjust to actual
202-463.00-702.101 WAGS-COLD PATCHING $15,000 $23,000 $21,740 ($1,260) To adjust to actual
202-463.00-716.000 HOSPITALIZATION $6,225 $6,225 $1,780 ($4,445) To adjust to actual
202-463.00-776.096 SUPPLIES-REPAIRS $6,000 $6,000 $490 ($5,510) To adjust to actual
202-463.00-801.091 CONTRACT SERVICES $3,500 $3,500 $0 ($3,500) To adjust to actual
202-463.00-943.102 VEH RENT - REPAIRS $1,500 $1,500 $3,275 $1,775 To adjust to actual

202-465.00-702.096 WAGES-REPAIRS $20,000 $24,000 $29,375 $5,375 To adjust to actual
202-465.00-704.096 OVERTIME-REPAIRS $0 $7,000 $105 ($6,895) To adjust to actual
202-465.00-708.096 OVERHEAD-REPAIRS $9,600 $4,520 $14,605 $10,085 To adjust to actual
202-465.00-776.096 SUPPLIES-REPAIRS $15,000 $15,000 $8,570 ($6,430) To adjust to actual
202-465.00-801.096 CONTRACT SERV-REPAIRS $6,000 $6,000 $4,950 ($1,050) To adjust to actual
202-465.00-943.098 VEH RENT-CLEAN CATCH BASINS $10,000 $10,000 $2,360 ($7,640) To adjust to actual

202-474.00-702.109 WAGES-SIGNS $10,000 $11,656 $12,805 $1,149 To adjust to actual
202-474.00-702.114 WAGES-SIGN SHOP $6,000 $6,000 $2,920 ($3,080) To adjust to actual
202-474.00-708.109 OVERHEAD-SIGNS & MARKERS $4,800 $4,800 $6,210 $1,410 To adjust to actual
202-474.00-708.114 OVERHEAD-SIGN SHOP $2,880 $2,880 $1,400 ($1,480) To adjust to actual
202-474.00-776.109 SUPPLIES-SIGNS & MARKERS $5,000 $12,277 $10,135 ($2,142) To adjust to actual
202-474.00-776.110 SUPPLIES-PAVEMENT MARK $2,500 $2,500 $0 ($2,500) To adjust to actual
202-474.00-801.108 CONT SERV-SIGNAL MAINT $5,000 $5,000 $3,400 ($1,600) To adjust to actual
202-474.00-813.000 PAVEMENT MARKING $20,000 $147,025 $71,890 ($75,135) To adjust to actual
202-474.00-943.109 VEH RENT-SIGNS & MARKERS $5,000 $5,000 $1,525 ($3,475) To adjust to actual
202-474.00-943.111 VEH RENT-BARRICADES $2,000 $2,000 $555 ($1,445) To adjust to actual

202-478.00-702.111 OVERTIME-SNOW REMOVAL $7,500 $7,500 $4,990 ($2,510) To adjust to actual
202-478.00-708.111 OVERHEAD-SNOW REMOVAL $9,360 $9,360 $8,340 ($1,020) To adjust to actual
202-478.00-776.111 SUPPLIES-SNOW REMOVAL $30,000 $30,000 $25,770 ($4,230) To adjust to actual
202-478.00-801.11 CONTRACTED-SNOW REMOVAL $7,000 $7,000 $1,400 ($5,600) To adjust to actual

202-482.00-956.000 ADMIN & ACCT $64,024 $64,024 $50,650 ($13,374) To adjust to actual

TOTAL MAJOR STREET EXPENDITURES $310,779 $460,657 $360,815 ($99,842)

LOCAL STREET FUND (203):
REVENUES:
203-000.00-546.000 GAS & WEIGHT TAX $549,366 $454,200 $528,538 $74,338 To adjust to actual
203-000.00-577.000 METRO ACT $70,000 $70,000 $78,060 $8,060 To adjust to actual
203-000.00-641.000 SIDEWALK $6,000 $6,000 $3,415 ($2,585) To adjust to actual
203-000.00-697.000 PRIOR YEARS REVENUE $0 $496,704 $322,112 ($174,592) To adjust to actual

TOTAL LOCAL STREETS REVENUE $625,366 $1,026,904 $932,125 ($94,779)

EXPENDITURES:
203-444.00-776.000 MAINT SUPPLIES $1,000 $1,000 $0 ($1,000) To adjust to actual
203-463.00-702.000 WAGES $36,890 $36,890 $32,475 ($4,415) To adjust to actual
203-463.00-702.101 WAGES-COLD PATCHING $15,000 $15,000 $12,600 ($2,400) To adjust to actual
203-463.00-702.102 WAGES-REPAIRS $4,000 $4,000 $8,085 $4,085 To adjust to actual
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203-463.00-702.106 WAGES-WEED CONTROL $2,250 $2,250 $0 ($2,250) To adjust to actual
203-463.00-704.101 OVERTIME-COLD PATCHING $2,500 $2,500 $0 ($2,500) To adjust to actual
203-463.00-708.101 OVERHEAD-COLD PATCHING $8,400 $8,400 $6,115 ($2,285) To adjust to actual
203-463.00-716.000 HOSPITALIZATIN INS $6,515 $6,515 $1,775 ($4,740) To adjust to actual
203-463.00-776.101 SUPPLIES-COLD PATCH $5,000 $5,000 $3,545 ($1,455) To adjust to actual
203-463.00-776.102 SUPPLIES-REPAIRS $5,000 $5,000 $90 ($4,910) To adjust to actual
203-463.00-801.011 CONTRACT SERV-SOIL BORINGS $15,000 $15,000 $4,350 ($10,650) To adjust to actual
203-463.00-801.091 CONTRACT SERV-C&G $3,500 $3,500 $0 ($3,500) To adjust to actual
203-463.00-801.100 CONTRACT SERV-HOT PATCHING $39,800 $39,800 $32,835 ($6,965) To adjust to actual
203-463.00-943.102 VEH RENT-REPAIRS $5,000 $5,000 $6,065 $1,065 To adjust to actual
203-463.00-977.000 CAPITAL-EQUIP $10,000 $10,000 $7,535 ($2,465) To adjust to actual
203-465.00-702.096 WAGES-REPAIRS $14,000 $14,000 $17,705 $3,705 To adjust to actual
203-465.00-702.098 WAGES-CATCH BASINS $12,000 $12,000 $4,550 ($7,450) To adjust to actual
203-465.00-708.096 OVERHEAD-REPAIRS $4,395 $6,720 $8,765 $2,045 To adjust to actual
203-465.00-708.098 OVERHEAD-CATCH BASINS $5,760 $5,760 $2,200 ($3,560) To adjust to actual
203-465.00-776.096 SUPPLIES-REPAIRS $15,900 $15,900 $7,155 ($8,745) To adjust to actual
203-465.00-801.096 CONTRACT SERV-REPAIRS $1,000 $1,000 $4,955 $3,955 To adjust to actual
203-465.00-943.096 VEH RENT-REPAIRS $7,000 $7,000 $8,935 $1,935 To adjust to actual
203-465.00-943.098 VEH RENT-CATCH BASINS $12,000 $12,000 $1,675 ($10,325) To adjust to actual
203-474.00-702.111 WAGES-BARRICADES $3,500 $3,500 $840 ($2,660) To adjust to actual
203-474.00-702.114 WAGES-SIGN SHOP $4,250 $4,250 $1,505 ($2,745) To adjust to actual
203-474.00-708.114 OVERHEAD-SIGN SHOP $2,040 $2,040 $725 ($1,315) To adjust to actual
203-474.00-708.111 OVERHEAD-BARRICADES $1,680 $1,680 $435 ($1,245) To adjust to actual
203-474.00-776.109 SUPPLIES- SIGNS & MARKERS $7,000 $7,000 $415 ($6,585) To adjust to actual
203-474.00-776.110 SUPPLIES- PAVEMENT MARK $2,000 $2,000 $0 ($2,000) To adjust to actual
203-474.00-776.114 SUPPLIES - SIGN SHOP $1,000 $1,000 $0 ($1,000) To adjust to actual
203-478.00-776.111 SUPPLIES- SNOW REMOVAL $19,000 $19,000 $14,670 ($4,330) To adjust to actual
203-478.00-943.111 VEH RENT- SNOW REMOVAL $12,000 $12,000 $9,685 ($2,315) To adjust to actual
203-482.00-956.000 ADMIN & ACCT $32,764 $32,764 $25,005 ($7,759) To adjust to actual

TOTAL EXPENDITURES LOCAL STREET $317,144 $319,469 $224,690 ($94,779)

FEE ESTATE (205):
REVENUES:
205-000.00-675.076 DONATIONS-FEE ESTATE $1,015,738 $1,181,853 $979,932 ($201,921) To adjust to actual

TOTAL REVENUES: $1,015,738 $1,181,853 $979,932 ($201,921)

EXPENDITURES:
205-699.00-702.000 WAGES $253,025 $253,025 $154,900 ($98,125) To adjust to actual
205-699.00-703.000 WAGES-PART TIME $46,320 $46,320 $30,780 ($15,540) To adjust to actual
205-699.00-704.000 OVERTIME $7,000 $7,000 $3,140 ($3,860) To adjust to actual
205-699.00-710.000 SICK WAGES $14,265 $14,265 $4,510 ($9,755) To adjust to actual
205-699.00-715.000 SOCIAL SECURITY $24,575 $24,575 $16,170 ($8,405) To adjust to actual
205-699.00-716.000 HOSPITALIZATION $57,785 $57,785 $34,825 ($22,960) To adjust to actual
205-699.00-716.001 DENTAL $3,640 $3,640 $2,045 ($1,595) To adjust to actual
205-699.00-718.000 RETIREMENT $34,635 $34,635 $21,300 ($13,335) To adjust to actual
205-699.00-719.000 UNEMPLOYMENT $2,055 $2,055 $155 ($1,900) To adjust to actual
205-699.00-745.000 GASOLINE $8,000 $8,000 $5,670 ($2,330) To adjust to actual
205-699.00-776.000 MAINT SUPPLY $50,000 $47,705 $43,650 ($4,055) To adjust to actual
205-699.00-801.000 CONTRACT SERVICES $160,000 $223,500 $236,000 $12,500 To adjust to actual
205-699.00-914.000 WORKERS COMP $7,795 $7,795 $5,335 ($2,460) To adjust to actual
205-699.00-921.000 ELECTRIC $20,000 $20,000 $17,350 ($2,650) To adjust to actual
205-699.00-923.000 WATER $19,000 $19,000 $13,730 ($5,270) To adjust to actual
205-699.00-943.662 VEH RENT-MVP $32,741 $32,741 $10,560 ($22,181) To adjust to actual

TOTAL FEE ESTATE EXPENDITURES $740,836 $802,041 $600,120 ($201,921)
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RHINO FUND (267):
REVENUES:
267-000.00-663.000 RHINO FORFEITURES $76,350 $76,350 $21,840 ($54,510) To adjust to actual
267-000.00-534.000 NARCOTIC GRANT $12,000 $12,000 $9,800 ($2,200) To adjust to actual
267-000.00-664.000 INTEREST $900 $900 $1,205 $305 To adjust to actual
267-000.00-697.000 PRIOR YEARS REVENUE $0 $0 $57,470 $57,470 To adjust to actual

TOTAL RHINO REVENUES: $89,250 $89,250 $90,315 $1,065

EXPENDITURES;
267-290.00-728.000 OFFICE SUPPLIES $4,000 $4,000 $1,625 ($2,375) To adjust to actual
267-290.00-741.000 OPER SUPPLIES $21,750 $21,750 $30,950 $9,200 To adjust to actual
267-290.00-801.000 CONTRACT SERV $500 $500 $0 ($500) To adjust to actual
267-290.00-851.000 TELEPHONE $500 $500 $0 ($500) To adjust to actual
267-290.00-860.000 TRANSPORTATION $25,000 $25,000 $5,070 ($19,930) To adjust to actual
267-290.00-957.000 TRAINING $0 $0 $670 $670 To adjust to actual
267-290.00-977.000 CAPITAL - EQUIP $0 $0 $14,500 $14,500 To adjust to actual

TOTAL RHINO EXPENDITURES $51,750 $51,750 $52,815 $1,065

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT FUND (275)
REVENEUS:
275-000.00-530.000 DOWNTOWN RENTAL REHAB $0 $0 $4,420 $4,420 To adjust to actual

TOTAL REVENUES: $0 $0 $4,420 $4,420

EXPENDITURES:
275-827.00-823.000 HOUSING REHAB $0 $0 $4,420 $4,420 To adjust to actual

TOTAL EXPENDITURES $0 $0 $4,420 $4,420

BROWNFIELD REVELEOPMENT (279):
REVENUES:
279-000.00-404.00 CURRENT REAL PROPERTY $45,000 $45,000 $12,410 ($32,590) To adjust to actual
279-000.00-664.000 INTEREST $500 $500 $807 $307 To adjust to actual
279-000.00-697.000 PRIOR YEARS REVENUE $0 $0 ($3,862) ($3,862) To adjust to actual

TOTAL REVENUES: $45,500 $45,500 $9,355 ($36,145)

EXPENDITURES:
279-290.00-801.022 BROWNFIELD-REIMBURSEMENT $45,500 $45,500 $9,355 ($36,145) To adjust to actual

TOTAL EXPENDITURES $45,500 $45,500 $9,355 ($36,145)

DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT (280):
REVENUES:
280-000.00-675.003 BENCH PROJECT $1,600 $1,600 $1,898 $298 To adjust to actual

TOTAL DOWNTOWN DEVLEOPMENT REVENUES $1,600 $1,600 $1,898 $298

EXPENDITURES:
280-290.00-801.000 CONTRACT SERVICES $1,000 $1,000 $0 ($1,000) To adjust to actual
280-290.00-957.000 TRAINING $290 $290 $0 ($290) To adjust to actual
280-290.00-977.000 CAPITAL $16,180 $16,180 $2,420 ($13,760) To adjust to actual
280-290.00-977.003 CAPITAL-BENCHES $1,600 $1,600 $1,928 $328 To adjust to actual
280-290.00-990.000 CONTINGENCY $0 $0 $37,146 $37,146 To adjust to actual
280-836.00-741.177 SUPPLIES- SPECIAL PROJECTS $20,000 $20,000 $0 ($20,000) To adjust to actual
280-836.00-942.001 EQUIP RENTAL- OUTDOOR SCULP $3,120 $3,120 $0 ($3,120) To adjust to actual
280-290.00-942.001 OUTDOOR SCULPTURE $5,000 $5,000 $5,994 $994 To adjust to actual

TOTAL DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT EXPENDITURES $47,190 $47,190 $47,488 $298

DDA - TIF FUND (281):
REVENUES:
281-000.00-404.000 CURRENT REAL PROPERTY TAX $83,250 $83,250 $88,428 $5,178 To adjust to actual
281-000.00-631.000 REFUSE COLLECTION $19,500 $19,500 $20,258 $758 To adjust to actual

TOTAL DDA - TIF REVENUES $102,750 $102,750 $108,686 $5,936
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EXPENDITURES:
281-290.00-801.000 CONTRACT SERVICES $21,500 $21,500 $12,905 ($8,595) To adjust to actual
281-290.00-801.115 CONTRACT SERV-SOLID WASTE $19,500 $19,500 $17,280 ($2,220) To adjust to actual
281-290.00-860.000 TRANSPORTATION $400 $400 $0 ($400) To adjust to actual
281-290.00-990.000 CONTINGENCY $0 $0 $17,151 $17,151 To adjust to actual

TOTAL DDA - TIF EXPENDITURES $41,400 $41,400 $47,336 $5,936
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AUTO PARKING FUND (585):
REVENUES:
585-000.00-699.599 CONTRIB-SPEC ASSESSMENT $60,000 $60,000 $47,044 ($12,956) To adjust to actual

TOTAL AUTO PARKING REVENUES $60,000 $60,000 $47,044 ($12,956)

EXPENDITURES:
585-546.00-702.000 WAGES $6,290 $6,290 $4,200 ($2,090) To adjust to actual
585-546.00-702.111 WAGES-SNOW REMOVAL $4,000 $4,000 $1,275 ($2,725) To adjust to actual
585-546.00-704.111 OVERTIME-SNOW REMOVAL $5,000 $5,000 $250 ($4,750) To adjust to actual
585-546.00-708.110 OVERHEAD-PAVEMENT MARK $480 $480 $0 ($480) To adjust to actual
585-546.00-708.111 OVERHEAD-SNOW REMOVAL $1,920 $1,920 $0 ($1,920) To adjust to actual
585-546.00-708.291 OVERHEAD-GEN LOT MAINT $480 $480 $0 ($480) To adjust to actual
585-546.00-716.000 HOSPITALIZATION $1,215 $1,215 $215 ($1,000) To adjust to actual
585-546.00-741.000 OPER SUPPLIES $1,000 $1,000 $0 ($1,000) To adjust to actual
585-546.00-776.111 SUPPLIES-SNOW REMOVAL $5,500 $5,500 $1,920 ($3,580) To adjust to actual
585-546.00-776.291 SUPPLIES-LOT MAINT $2,500 $2,500 $55 ($2,445) To adjust to actual
585-546.00-921.000 ELECTRIC $8,600 $8,600 $5,440 ($3,160) To adjust to actual
585-546.00-943.111 VEH RENT-SNOW REMOVAL $15,000 $15,000 $8,730 ($6,270) To adjust to actual
585-546.00-990.000 CONTINGENCY $0 $0 $16,944 $16,944 To adjust to actual

TOTAL AUTO PARKING EXPENDITURES $51,985 $51,985 $39,029 ($12,956)

SOLID WASTE FUND (595):
REVENUES:
595-000.00-640.000 REFUSE COLLECTION $720,000 $720,000 $709,700 ($10,300) To adjust to actual
595-000.00-649.000 CURB SIDE RECYCLING $25,400 $25,400 $24,285 ($1,115) To adjust to actual
595-000.00-690.000 SALE OF COMPOST $1,000 $1,000 $350 ($650) To adjust to actual
595-000.00-697.000 PRIOR YEARS REVENUE $0 $12,481 $19,816 $7,335 To adjust to actual

TOTAL SOLID WASTE REVENUES $746,400 $758,881 $754,151 ($4,730)

EXPENDITURES:
595-528.00-702.000 WAGES $14,905 $14,905 $12,560 ($2,345) To adjust to actual
595-528.00-702.099 WAGES-SWEEPING $28,000 $28,000 $33,440 $5,440 To adjust to actual
595-528.00-702.116 WAGES-COMPOSTING $25,400 $25,400 $16,445 ($8,955) To adjust to actual
595-528.00-704.116 OVERTIME-COMPOSTING $500 $500 $0 ($500) To adjust to actual
595-528.00-708.099 OVERHEAD-SWEEPING $13,440 $13,440 $16,260 $2,820 To adjust to actual
595-528.00-708.116 OVERHEAD-COMPOSTING $12,665 $12,665 $8,015 ($4,650) To adjust to actual
595-528.00-718.000 RETIREMENT $2,600 $2,600 $3,315 $715 To adjust to actual
595-528.00-741.000 OPER SUPPLIES $10,000 $10,000 $11,060 $1,060 To adjust to actual
595-528.00-801.099 CONT SERV-SWEEPING $1,000 $1,000 $5,150 $4,150 To adjust to actual
595-528.00-801.115 CONT SERV-SOLID WASTE $5,500 $5,500 $4,540 ($960) To adjust to actual
595-528.00-801.116 CONT SERV-COMPOSTING $25,000 $25,000 $17,450 ($7,550) To adjust to actual
595-528.00-817.001 CURB SIDE RECYCLING $25,440 $25,440 $27,315 $1,875 To adjust to actual
595-528.00-943.099 VEH RENT-SWEEPING $60,000 $60,000 $65,735 $5,735 To adjust to actual
595-528.00-943.121 VEH RENT-LEAF CONTROL $13,000 $13,000 $11,435 ($1,565) To adjust to actual

TOTAL SOLID WASTE EXPENDITURES $237,450 $237,450 $232,720 ($4,730)

CAP PROJECTS FUND (599):
REVENUES:
599-000.00-664.000 INTEREST $5,000 $5,000 $10,375 $5,375 To adjust to actual

TOTAL CAP PROJECTS REVENUE $5,000 $5,000 $10,375 $5,375

EXPENDITURES:
599-990.00-990.000 CONTINGENCY $5,000 $5,000 $10,375 $5,375 To adjust to actual

TOTAL CAP PROJECTS EXPENDITURES $5,000 $5,000 $10,375 $5,375
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IT FUND (661):
REVENUES:
661-000.00-636.000 IT SERVICES $228,916 $228,916 $236,460 $7,544 To adjust to actual
661-000.00-697.000 PRIOR YEARS REVENUE $200,000 $200,000 $136,971 ($63,029) To adjust to actual

TOTAL IT FUND REVENUES $428,916 $428,916 $373,431 ($55,485)

EXPENDITURES:
661-220.00-702.000 WAGES $16,685 $16,685 $13,910 ($2,775) To adjust to actual
661-220.00-716.000 HOSPITALIZATION $235 $235 $1,725 $1,490 To adjust to actual
661-220.00-812.000 CONSULTANT $1,000 $1,000 $0 ($1,000) To adjust to actual
661-221.00-852.000 COMMUNICATION $10,000 $10,000 $8,740 ($1,260) To adjust to actual
661-221.00-977.000 CAPITAL-EQUIP $4,000 $4,000 $2,345 ($1,655) To adjust to actual
661-290.00-702.000 WAGES $61,760 $61,760 $62,985 $1,225 To adjust to actual
661-290.00-718.000 RETIREMENT $23,950 $23,950 $25,405 $1,455 To adjust to actual
661-290.00-811.000 CONTRACT SERV-SOFTWARE $130,000 $130,000 $117,350 ($12,650) To adjust to actual
661-290.00-957.000 TRAINING $250 $250 $0 ($250) To adjust to actual
661-290.00-967.000 DEPRECIATION $20,000 $20,000 $16,000 ($4,000) To adjust to actual
661-290.00-977.000 CAPITAL EQUIPMENT $106,100 $106,100 $70,035 ($36,065) To adjust to actual

TOTAL IT FUND EXPENDITURES $373,980 $373,980 $318,495 ($55,485)

MOTOR VEHICLE POOL FUND (662):
REVENUES:
662-000.00-697.000 PRIOR YEARS REVENUE $261,122 $291,439 $221,642 ($69,797) To adjust to actual

TOTAL MOTOR VEHICLE POOL REVENUES: $261,122 $291,439 $221,642 ($69,797)

EXPENDITURES:

662-290.00-702.000 WAGES $82,525 $82,525 $84,840 $2,315 To adjust to actual
662-290.00-718.000 RETIREMENT $11,770 $11,770 $22,415 $10,645 To adjust to actual
662-290.00-745.000 GASOLINE $306,100 $306,100 $237,075 ($69,025) To adjust to actual
662-290.00-801.000 CONTRACT SERV $5,000 $11,064 $6,365 ($4,699) To adjust to actual
662-290.00-914.000 WORKERS COMP $2,815 $2,815 $130 ($2,685) To adjust to actual
662-290.00-960.000 DISTRIB-GASOLINE ($60,000) ($60,000) ($63,070) ($3,070) To adjust to actual
662-290.00-967.000 DEPRECIATION EXPENSE $0 $253,199 $290,000 $36,801 To adjust to actual

662-301.62-745.000 GASOLINE $34,000 $34,000 $25,830 ($8,170) To adjust to actual
662-301.62-934.000 VEH MAINTENANCE-POLICE $20,000 $30,000 $28,760 ($1,240) To adjust to actual
662-301.62-977.000 CAPITAL - EQUIP $90,000 $90,000 $88,135 ($1,865) To adjust to actual

662-336.62-745.000 GASOLINE - FIRE $14,000 $14,000 $13,205 ($795) To adjust to actual
662-336.62-934.000 VEH MAINT - FIRE $30,000 $35,420 $34,285 ($1,135) To adjust to actual

662-441.62-745.000 GASOLINE-DPW $21,500 $21,500 $18,460 ($3,040) To adjust to actual
662-441.62-934.000 VEHICLE MAINT-DPW $27,000 $27,000 $23,570 ($3,430) To adjust to actual
662-441.62-977.000 CAPITAL - EQUIP-DPW $110,409 $110,409 $108,360 ($2,049) To adjust to actual

662-449.62-745.000 GASOLINE $1,500 $1,500 $555 ($945) To adjust to actual
662-449.62-934.000  VEH MAINT-ENG $1,250 $1,250 $30 ($1,220) To adjust to actual

662-697.62-934.000 GASOLINE $5,000 $5,000 $3,680 ($1,320) To adjust to actual
662-697.62-934.000 VEHICLE MAINT - PARKS $6,300 $6,300 $3,645 ($2,655) To adjust to actual
662-697.62-953.000 VEHICLE LEASE - PARKS $17,380 $17,380 $14,435 ($2,945) To adjust to actual

662-699.62-745.000 GASOLINE $8,100 $8,100 $0 ($8,100) To adjust to actual
662-699.62-934.000 VEHICLE MAINT $4,600 $4,600 $3,430 ($1,170)

TOTAL MOTOR VEHICLE POOL EXPENDITURES: $739,249 $1,013,932 $944,135 ($69,797)

BUILDING MAINTENANCE FUND (663):
REVENUES:
663-000.00-697.000 PRIOR YEARS REVENUE $0 $0 ($86,166) ($86,166) To adjust to actual

TOTAL BUILDING MAINT FUND REVENUES $0 $0 ($86,166) ($86,166)
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FY2019-20
FY2019-20 FOURTH

FY2019-20 AMENDED QUARTER
ADOPTED BUDGET FINANCIAL BUDGET
BUDGET as of 06/30/2020 FORECAST AMENDMENT

CITY OF ADRIAN
FY 2019-20 BUDGET AMENDMENTS

FOURTH QUARTER FINANCIAL FORECAST
RECOMMENDED BUDGET AMENDMENTS

REASON

BUILDING MAINT FUND (663):
EXPENDITURES:
663-265.00-777.000 CUSTODIAL SUPPLIES $1,750 $1,750 $920 ($830) To adjust to actual
663-265.00-921.000 ELECTRIC - CITY HALL $30,000 $30,000 $28,230 ($1,770) To adjust to actual
663-265.00-922.000 HEAT - CITY HALL $6,000 $6,000 $5,195 ($805) To adjust to actual
663-265.00-931.000 BLDG MAINT $40,000 $31,850 $22,250 ($9,600) To adjust to actual
663-265.00-975.000 CAPITAL IMPROVE $20,000 $20,000 $0 ($20,000) To adjust to actual

663-267.00-921.000 ELECTRICAL $18,000 $18,000 $14,780 ($3,220) To adjust to actual
663-267.00-923.000 WATER $1,400 $1,400 $260 ($1,140) To adjust to actual

663-276.00-923.000 WATER $2,000 $2,000 $425 ($1,575) To adjust to actual
663-276.00-931.000 BUILDING MAINT $5,000 $5,000 $330 ($4,670) To adjust to actual

663-336.00-921.000 ELECTRICAL $12,000 $12,000 $10,590 ($1,410) To adjust to actual
663-336.00-923.000 WATER $8,790 $8,790 $6,370 ($2,420) To adjust to actual

663-441.00-922.000 HEAT $3,000 $3,000 $4,830 $1,830 To adjust to actual
663-441.00-923.000 WATER $2,500 $2,500 $4,580 $2,080 To adjust to actual
663-441.00-931.000 BUILDING MAINT $10,000 $15,224 $13,095 ($2,129) To adjust to actual

663-691.00-911.061 PROPERTY INS - BOHN $1,000 $1,000 $28 ($972) To adjust to actual
663-691.00-921.059 ELECTRICAL - PIOTTER $18,000 $18,000 $17,000 ($1,000) To adjust to actual
663-691.00-921.061 ELECTRICAL - AQUATICS $9,000 $9,000 $5,575 ($3,425) To adjust to actual
663-691.00-922.061 HEAT- AQUATICS $16,000 $16,000 $0 ($16,000) To adjust to actual
663-691.00-923.059 WATER - PIOTTER $8,500 $8,500 $5,435 ($3,065) To adjust to actual
663-691.00-923.061 WATER - BOHN $12,000 $12,000 $6,495 ($5,505) To adjust to actual
663-691.00-931.059 BLDG MAINT - PIOTTER $30,000 $46,000 $47,690 $1,690 To adjust to actual
663-691.00-931.060 BLDG MAINT - SKATE PARK $2,000 $2,000 $0 ($2,000) To adjust to actual
663-691.00-931.061 BLDG MAINT - BOHN $8,000 $8,000 $4,565 ($3,435) To adjust to actual

663-696.00-931.000 BUILDING MAINT $4,000 $6,360 $7,505 $1,145 To adjust to actual

663-697.00-911.000 PROPERTY INSURANCE $2,672 $2,672 $120 ($2,552) To adjust to actual

663-698.00-911.000 PROPERTY INSURANCE $2,388 $2,388 $0 ($2,388) To adjust to actual
663-698.00-931.000 BUILDING MAINT $3,000 $3,000 $0 ($3,000) To adjust to actual

TOTAL BUILDING FUND EXPENDITURES: $277,000 $292,434 $206,268 ($86,166)

OIL TRUST FUND (703):
REVENUES
703-000.00-664.000 INTEREST $50,000 $50,000 $82,700 $32,700 To adjust to actual
703-000.00-665.000 MRK CHANGE $0 $0 ($151,515) ($151,515) To adjust to actual
703-000.00-672.001 OIL ROYALTIES $140,000 $140,000 $86,875 ($53,125) To adjust to actual

TOTAL OIL TRUST REVENUES $190,000 $190,000 $18,060 ($171,940)

EXPENDITURES
703-990.00-990.000 CONTINGENCY $190,000 $190,000 $18,060 ($171,940) To adjust to actual

TOTAL OIL TRUST EXPENDITURES $190,000 $190,000 $18,060 ($171,940)
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R20-132 July 20, 2020 
 
 
 
RE: DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE – APPROVAL of FY2019-20 FOURTH QUARTER 

BUDGET AMENDMENTS 
 

RESOLUTION 
 

 WHEREAS Public Act 621 of 1978, the Uniform Budgeting and Accounting Act for 
Local Units of Government, provides for adjustments to the Adopted Budget; and 
 
 WHEREAS the Financial Forecast, prepared by the City of Adrian’s Finance 
Department has identified several variances between current projections and Estimated 
Revenues and Appropriations included in the Adopted and Amended FY2019-20 Budget, and 
recommends appropriate budget amendments; and  
 
 WHEREAS the recommended budget amendments comply with the Uniform 
Budgeting and Accounting Act requirement that no appropriations measure may be 
submitted to the City Commission that would allow total expenditures, including an accrued 
deficit, to exceed total estimated revenues, including an available surplus; and  
 
 WHEREAS the City Administrator has reviewed the Financial Forecast and proposed 
budget amendments and recommends their adoption. 
 
 NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Adrian City Commission authorizes the 
Finance Department to amend the FY2019-20 Budget in accordance with the attached 
schedule entitled City of Adrian FY2019-20 Fourth Quarter Recommended Budget 
Amendments. 
 
 BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the resulting Amended Budget shall comply with the 
Uniform Budgeting and Accounting Act (Public Act 621 of 1978) for Local Units of 
Government, which requires that no appropriations measure may be adopted in which total 
expenditures, including an accrued deficit, exceed total estimated revenues, including an 
available surplus. 
 
 
 
 On motion by Commissioner ____________________________, seconded by  
 
Commissioner  ________________________________, this Resolution was adopted by a   
 
__________________  vote. 



 
 

 
MEMORANDUM – UTILITIES DEPARTMENT 

 
DATE:          July 14, 2020 
 
TO:  Greg Elliot, Interim City Administrator  
   
FROM: William Sadler, Utilities Director 
 
SUBJECT: Annual Chemical Bids for Liquid CO2 
 
 
Sealed bids were received on July 14, 2020 for the annual purchase of liquid CO2 to be used at the 
Water Treatment Plant. There was only one bidder as listed below: 
 

BIDDER Liquid Carbon Dioxide 

Matheson Tri-Gas, Inc. 
Irving, TX 

$.085/lbs. 

     
 
This was a re-bid from earlier this spring in which there were no bidders for this particular 
chemical. I respectfully recommend that we award the annual purchase of liquid CO2 to the sole 
bidder, Matheson Tri-Gas, Inc. of Irving, TX. 
 
Feel free to contact me if you have any questions. 
 



R20-133         July 20, 2020 
 
RE: UTILITIES DEPARTMENT –Annual Bids for Liquid CO2 at Water 

Treatment Plant 
 
 
 WHEREAS the FY2020-21 Budget includes appropriations for treatment 
chemicals at the Water Plant; and 

 
WHEREAS the Purchasing Office, in conjunction with the Utilities Department, 

solicited and received a total of one (1) bid on Tuesday, July 14, 2020 for the annual 
purchase of liquid CO2 to be used at the Water Treatment Plant; and 

 
WHEREAS the Utilities Director recommends acceptance of the low bid from 

Matheson Tri-Gas of Irving, TX at a cost not to exceed $.085/lb; and 
 

 WHEREAS the City Administrator recommends approval of this resolution. 
 

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Adrian City Commission, by this 
resolution, hereby authorizes the acceptance of the low bid from Matheson Tri-Gas of 
Irving, TX at a cost not to exceed $.085/lb for the FY2020-21 Fiscal Year. 
 
   
 On motion by Commissioner ____________________________, 
 
Seconded by Commissioner  ________________________________, this 
 
Resolution was adopted by a  __________________  vote. 



 
 

 
MEMORANDUM – UTILITIES DEPARTMENT 

 
DATE:          July 14, 2020 
 
TO:  Greg Elliot, Interim City Administrator  
   
FROM: William Sadler, Utilities Director 
 
SUBJECT: Front St. Water Main  
 
 
As you are probably aware, Lenawee County is currently performing updates to the old courthouse. 
Part of the updates include an upgrade to the fire suppression system in the building. The County 
has hired Slusarski Excavating to perform this work. The work will consist of installing a new 8” 
water main from Winter St to the southeast corner of the building line then extending to the 
building (see attached map). This cost will be covered by Lenawee County. 
 
Knowing that this project was moving forward, we approached the contractor to get a price to 
extend the water main to Main St to complete a loop. This will allow for better water quality and 
pressure in this area and will also allow us to remove an older 2” water main that extends half the 
block. This will also allow us to update older services that are currently tied to the 2” water main 
and satisfy the State of Michigan’s mandate to replace older services (Lead & Copper Rule).  
 
This is not a project in our 5-year plan, but it is a great opportunity to update and improve our 
infrastructure. Attached for your consideration is a resolution authorizing a contract with Slusarski 
to complete this project and to waive the bid process. The price quoted - $44,905 - is, in my 
opinion, fair for the scope of the project. Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions. 
 
 



Proposal: E200383
Date: 7/9/2020

Phone: 517-265-3320  Ext: 106
Fax: 517-264-2030

Adrian, City Of
Attn: Steve Eberle 
135 E. Maumee St
Adrian, MI 49221

To:

Front Street Water Main
Front Street
Adrian, MI 49221

Project:

Estimator
David Schoenberger

Scope of Work
Slusarski Excavating & Paving, Inc. are pleased to submit the following estimate to install a 8-inch water main to  connect 
the Winter Street water main to the Main St. (M52) water main as followings:

- Furnish and install traffic control devices to tap the 12-inch water main in Main street (M52).
- Sawcut and remove asphalt pavement in the west bound turning lane of Front Street.
- Install 8 inch water main from the Lenawee County Historical Courthouse fire suppression lead to the 12 inch water 
main in Main Street.
- Asphalt Patch Main Street with 7.5 inches of LVSP HMA.
- Asphalt patch Front Street with 4-inches of LVSP HMA.
- Restripe pavement markings.

Clarifications and Exclusions

- City of Adrian to provided all water main materials from Winter Street to Main Street.
- Slusarski Excavating to credit 6-inch materials for the county fire suppression service.

Reference Extended Price

10 ....Install of the 8-inch Water Main $49,119

20 ....Credit for 6-inch Fire Suppression Materials ($4,214)

$44,905Proposal Total:

Acceptance

Accepted by:

Title:

Date:

All material is guaranteed to be as specified.  All work to be completed in a 
professional manner according to standard practices.  Any alteration or 
deviation from above specifications involving extra costs will be executed 
only upon written orders, and will become an extra charge over and above 
the estimate.  All agreements contingent on delays beyond our control.  
Owner to carry fire, tornado, and other necessary insurance.  Our workers 
are fully covered by Worker’s Compensation insurance.

This proposal is valid for 15 business days.

Page 1

ProposalSlusarski Excavating & Paving, Inc.
119 Greenly Street
Adrian, MI 49221
www.slusarski.com
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R20-134         July 20,2020 
 
RE: UTILITIES DEPARTMENT – Front St Water Main Installation 
 

RESOLUTION  
 
  

WHEREAS Slusarski Excavating of Adrian, MI is currently performing 
infrastructure upgrades at the old Lenawee County Courthouse; and 

 
WHEREAS there is currently no water main on Front St between Winter St and 

Main St; and 
 
           WHEREAS the Utilities Director solicited and received a quote from Slusarski 
Excavating in the amount of $44,905.00 to extend the new water main to Main St; 
and 
 

WHEREAS the Finance Director indicates that funds are available for this 
purpose in the Water Distribution Capital Project Fund (496-552.00-975.576); and 

 
WHEREAS the Utilities Director and Interim City Administrator recommend 

approval of this resolution to enter into a contract with Slusarski Excavating of 
Adrian, MI to install a water main on Front St a cost not to exceed $44,905.00.  
 

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Adrian City Commission, by this 
resolution, hereby authorizes the engagement of Slusarski Excavating of Adrian, MI 
in the City’s Standard Professional Services Contract to install a water main on Front 
St a cost not to exceed $44,905.00. 

 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that, in the best interests of the City, the 

competitive bid process be waived, in accordance with the City’s Purchasing Policy as 
specified in Chapter 12 of the City Charter and Section 2-304 of the Codified City 
Ordinances. 
 
 On motion by Commissioner ____________________________, 
 
Seconded by Commissioner  ________________________________, this 
 
Resolution was adopted by a  __________________  vote. 



                                                                                                                                   155 E. Maumee St., Adrian, MI 49221 
 
 
Police Department                                                                                                                                          517.264.4808 Fax 517.264.1927 

“Respect for the individual voice, service for the common good.” 

 

Memo 

 

Date: July 7, 2020 
To: Nathan Burd, City Administrator 
From: Vincent Emrick, Chief of Police 
RE: PowerDMS software 
 
 
As we move through the application period for state accreditation your support is very much 
appreciated.  I think you would agree that there has never been a more important time to be 
independently evaluated and to show our commitment to professionalism. 

Recently we have been challenged on our training, record keeping, and department policy.  Part of the 
accreditation process is to evaluate what is in place and improve on it, then to organize it and make it 
accessible.  Our policies have been archived in detail using software called PowerDMS. 

PowerDMS is a program that was designed specifically for law enforcement accreditation.  It has been 
pivotal as we update our policies, but we have yet to purchase the entire suite.  Right now we have the 
ability to organize and archive policy, saving previous versions rather than replacing and deleting them, 
or saving them to a program we may not have access to over time (document imaging).  I would like to 
purchase the training and workflow capabilities as well. 

-Currently we store training records/certificates across a set of paper files and spreadsheets. 
-Discipline is its own software called LEA Data Technologies.   
-Any tests on policy handed out to officers are kept as paper records.   
-Changes in policy are pushed out to staff via email and they are responsible for staying abreast of 
updates. 

Our office has done well using what we have and I am certain we would be able to achieve accreditation 
status without additional software.  But part of this process is taking other agencies mistakes and 
learning from them so they are not played out here. 

On such example was a lawsuit that hinged on an officers training and adherence to policy.  In a system 
like ours currently, I have no way of verifying when an officer would have read an amended policy.  
PowerDMS offers not only the ability to have read acknowledgement, but automatic testing to ensure 
the information was received.  Scores, tests, and responses are then archived automatically.  The agency 



                                                                                                                                   155 E. Maumee St., Adrian, MI 49221 
 
 
Police Department                                                                                                                                          517.264.4808 Fax 517.264.1927 

“Respect for the individual voice, service for the common good.” 

in the example was able to successfully defend themselves in the lawsuit because they had access to all 
of the relevant data. 

PowerDMS offers a “public side” for transparency.  An example of which is available here: 

https://www.greenvillenc.gov/government/police/policy-and-procedures 

If you select one of Greenville’s policies that you would like to read, you are taken to that policy via 
PowerDMS.  Notice the name in the address bar. 

The training component of Power DMS would also represent significant savings.  By creating and 
delivering training in PowerDMS, officers will not be scheduled specifically to train and be taken away 
from normal job duties.  Training will be conducted (when applicable) during down time.  The savings in 
training travel would be considerable, as would the actual time of training.  The average training time 
for a police officer at Adrian PD last year was 108 hours.  A reduction in training time by 25%, without a 
reduction in training value, is a reasonable expectation of savings by transitioning to PowerDMS. 

I have attached a quote for the software.  It should be noted that the cost in year one is greatly reduced 
as the subscription moves forward.  The first year cost would be $7,791.75.  The funding for this project 
is available in the criminal drug forfeiture account at no expense to the general fund. 

 

https://www.greenvillenc.gov/government/police/policy-and-procedures


July 20, 2020 
R20-135 
 
RE: POLICE DEPARTMENT – Authorization to purchase PowerDMS software 
 

RESOLUTION  
 

WHEREAS, the Adrian City Commission voted unanimously to pursue state law 
enforcement accreditation during the regular commission meeting on December 2, 2019; 
and 

 
WHEREAS, the accreditation process involves the complete independent review and 

update of all policy and procedure of the Adrian Police Department to ensure it is operating 
within the best available practices; and 

 
WHEREAS, the City of Adrian Police Department obtained the policy management 

portion of the PowerDMS software suite to assist with the accreditation process; and  
 
WHEREAS, the Adrian Police Department seeks to purchase the remaining training, 

workflow, and public facing documents modules to improve and enhance operations; and 
 
WHEREAS, a quote for the software modules was obtained in the amount of 

$7,791.75; and 
 
WHEREAS sufficient funds for this equipment is available in the drug forfeiture 

account (#701-000-00-280-000) at no cost to the general fund. 
  

WHEREAS, the Chief of Police and the City Administrator recommend the purchase; 
and 

 
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Adrian City Commission by this 

resolution hereby authorizes the recommended purchase of the above listed software at a 
cost not to exceed $7,791.75. 

 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the FY2020-21 budget be amended as follows to 

properly fund these purchases: 
 
Revenue: 
101-301.00-676.701  Transfer In – Trust Fund  $ 7,791.75 
 
Expenditure: 
101-301.00-741.000  Operating Supplies   $ 7,791.75 
 

 NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Adrian City Commission, by this 
resolution, hereby authorizes the Chief of Police or his designee to purchase the 
recommended Power DMS software. 
 
 
 On motion by Commissioner ______________________________________, 
 
Seconded by Commissioner __________________________________________,  
 
this Resolution was adopted by a __________________  vote.  



                                                                                                                                   155 E. Maumee St., Adrian, MI 49221 
 
 
Police Department                                                                                                                                          517.264.4808 Fax 517.264.1927 

“Respect for the individual voice, service for the common good.” 

 

Memo 

 

Date: July 10, 2020 
To: Nathan Burd, City Administrator 
From: Vincent Emrick, Chief of Police 
RE: FRHPPP - Hazard Pay Grant 
 
 
The passage of the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act, Public Law 116-136 has 
brought about the creation of the First Responder Pay Premiums Program (FRHPPP).  The FRHPPP 
enables first responders to receive hazard pay for working during the COVID pandemic.  The premium is 
paid by the city and reimbursed through the Michigan Department of Treasury.  The program entitles 
each qualifying employee to a benefit of up to $1,000.00. 
 
I would like approval to apply for this benefit for the qualifying employees of the police and fire 
departments. 
 
I have included a blank form along with this memo.  Additional information is also available on the 
website: 
 
https://www.michigan.gov/treasury/0,4679,7-121-1751_2197-532758--,00.html 
 
Please let me know if you have any questions. 

https://www.michigan.gov/treasury/0,4679,7-121-1751_2197-532758--,00.html






































July 20, 2020 
R20-136 
 
RE: POLICE DEPARTMENT – CARES Act Grant Application 
 

RESOLUTION  
 

WHEREAS, the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act 
Public Law 116-136 has established the First Responder Hazard Pay Premiums 
Program (FRHPPP); and 

 
WHEREAS, the FRHPPP enables first responders to receive up to $1,000 in 

hazard pay for performance of duties during the COVID pandemic; and 
 
WHEREAS, the City of Adrian Police and Fire Departments have a total of 49 

employees who are eligible to receive the award; and  
 
WHEREAS, the application deadline for the grant is September 30, 2020 and 

the State Treasury Department is currently accepting applications; and 
  

WHEREAS, the Chief of Police, Fire Chief, and the City Administrator 
recommend the application; and 

 
 NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Adrian City Commission, by this 
resolution, hereby authorizes the Chief of Police or his designee to apply for the 
FRHPPP grant. 
 
  

 
 
 

 On motion by Commissioner ______________________________________, 
 
Seconded by Commissioner __________________________________________,  
 
this Resolution was adopted by a __________________  vote.  



 
 
MEMORANDUM 
 
Date:  July 20, 2020 
 
TO:     Greg Elliott, Interim City Administrator 
  Honorable Mayor Angela Heath 
  City Commissioners 
 
FROM:  Tamaris Henagan, City Attorney 
      
SUBJECT:  Reinstatement of Activity for Human Relation Commission   
 
On March 16, 2020, a resolution came before you to temporarily suspend the 
activity of the Human Relations Commission until April 28, 2020. Due to the 
recent impact of COVID-19 restrictions, we were unable to provide the 
necessary training or recruit new members to the HRC as quickly as we 
would have liked. On April 20, 2020 a second resolution came before you to 
indefinitely extend the suspension until recruitment and training could be 
safely completed within the COVID-19 guidelines.  
 
It remains to be the goal of administration to ensure that all boards and 
commissions are properly equipped to serve those they are appointed to 
represent At this time, the HRC consists of nine (9) member, which 
constitutes a full commission. On July 14, 2020 every member attended 
training via Zoom, which covered the topics of OMA compliance, FOIA, 
Confidentiality, and Ethics. Additionally, this training was recorded and will be 
made available online for future reference of RC members, as well as all 
other appointed and elected officials.  
 
Therefore, it is my recommendation that the Commission approve the 
immediate reinstatement of activity for the Human Relations Commission.    
 
 
Thank you 
 
Tamaris Henagan 
City Attorney 

 



R20-137         July 20, 2020 
 
 
RE: CITY COMMISSION– Resolution to reinstate activity of the Human Relations 

Commission  
 

RESOLUTION 
 

WHEREAS, the City of Adrian has established a public body, specifically the Human 
Relations Commission, subject to the Open Meeting Act requiring nine members; and 

 
WHEREAS, on March 16, 2020, this Commission passed a resolution temporarily 

ceasing the activities of the Human Relations Commission until April 28, 2020, for the 
purpose of filling the remaining vacancies and additional training and equipping of appointed 
government officials; and 

 
WHEREAS, on March 23, 2020, in response to the COIVD-19 pandemic, Governor 

Gretchen Whitmer issued Executive Order 2020-21, prohibiting gatherings of any number of 
people; and  

 
WHEREAS, on April 20, 2020, due to the extension of the above mentioned Executive 

Order, this Commission granted an indefinite temporary cessation of Human Relations 
Commission Activities; and  

 
WHEREAS, as of July 14, 2020, the goals of the original March 16, 2020 resolution, 

including filling all remaining vacancies and all appointed members attending municipal 
training, having now been met;    

 
 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Adrian City Commission does, hereby, 

reinstate all activity of the Human Relations Commission.     
 
 
 
 
 

On motion by Commissioner ___________________________, seconded by Commissioner 

_____________________________, this resolution was _______________ by a 

_________________ vote. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MISCELLANEOUS 



JUNE MAY JUNE MAY YEAR-TO-DATE YEAR-TO-DATE

2020 2020 2019 2019 2020 2019

 

POLICE DEPARTMENT

   Complaints Answered 1,175             1,591             1,376             1,483           6,822                    7,431                  

   

VIOLATIONS  

   Moving Citations 15                  16                   58                   57                 249                        393                     

   3-6 am Parking Tickets 4                    -                      27                   26                 603                        199                     

   Non-Moving Citations -                     -                      -                    -                             -                           

   Downtown Parking Tickets -                     -                      -                    -                             -                           

   TOTAL VIOLATIONS 19 16 85 83 852 592                     

   ARRESTS 65 33 113 117 385                        661                     

FIRE DEPARTMENT  (See M-3)

INSPECTION DEPARTMENT

   Building Permits 31 13 37 35 100 153

   Electrical Permits 37 14 22 28 97 204

   Fire Alarm 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Mechanical Permits 45 13 16 19 104 109

   Plan Review 2 2 0 2 4 6

   Plumbing Permits 10 11 9 6 48 54

   Sidewalk Permits 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Sign Permits 7 4 4 2 19 15

   Temporary Sign Permits 0 0 0 0 2 1

   Rezoning Permits 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Roofing 0 0 2 1 2 3

   Site Plan 0 1 0 0 3 0

   Variance 0 0 0 0 0 0

   Zoning Compliance Permit 17 1 11 9 34 32

   Zoning Exception Permits 0 1 0 0 5 1

   TOTAL PERMITS 149 60 101 102 418                        578                     

PARKING SYSTEM

   Lot Revenue -$                   -$                    -$                  -$                           -$                         

   Street Revenue -$                   -$                    -$                  -$                           -$                         

   Misc. Revenue 23$                23$                 21$                 21$               135$                      120$                    

   Permits -$                   -$                    -$                  -$                           -$                         

   Fines -$                   -$                    -$                  -$                           -$                         

   Contrib Other Funds 12,083$        12,083$         12,083$         12,083$       72,498$                72,498$              

   Parking Assess -$                   699$              1,249$           1,540$         957$                      6,054$                

   TOTAL REVENUE 12,106$        12,805$         13,353$         13,644$       73,590$                78,672$              

WASTE WATER DEPARTMENT

   M. G. Pumped 136.350 195.538 201.770 0 1039.973 1191.139

   Cost of Plant Operation 108,466$      121,849$      121,447$      $0 698,360$              679,180$           

WATER DEPARTMENT

   M. G. Pumped 87.375 79.577 83.268 82.677 479.692 399.060

   Number of Customers 6236 6242 6197 6193

Classification of Water Sales and Revenue Industrial Commercial Residential Other Total

   Revenue

41,784$        119,293$      158,831$      73,911$       393,819$              

Departmental Report

15-Jun-20



 

 

       ADRIAN FIRE DEPARTMENT 
 Monthly Report – June 2020 
 

 

 

Monthly Response Totals 
                                                                                     

Type Number of 
Responses 

Y-T-D 
(to June-30) 

Total Responses 
June, 2020 

Fire 5 27  
 
 

385 
EMS 325 1942 

Hazardous Condition 12 36 
Service Call 24 182 
Good Intent 9 63 
False Alarm 6 40 
Severe Weather 0 0 
Special Incident 2 14 
  1,877  

        

                   June 2019 Response Total                      361 

 

 Fire = All type of fires  Building Fires:  0 YTD: 8          Estimated Dollar Loss (June): $0.00 

 Rescue & EMS = extrication, motor vehicle crash and all medical calls 
 Hazardous Condition Examples = fluid leaks, natural gas leaks and carbon monoxide incident 
 Service Call = Station move-ups, illegal burning and smoke or odor removal 
 Good Intent = cancelled in-route, no incident and authorized burning 
 Severe Weather = Trees / Wires down and severe weather standby  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

                        

 This includes a payment of $28,994.89 of CARES act funding given to 
ambulance services to help offset loss of revenue and increased 
expenses during the COVID pandemic. 

 

 
  Period 

Net 
Payments 

 
              Transports 

        Transports 
             Billed 

1 January 2020 $86,829.58 262 306 

2 February 2020 $82,335.95 283 227 

3 March 2020 $81,652.10 245 319 

4 April 2020  $107,120.77 176 225 

  5  May 2020 $62,410.76 190 265 

  6 June 2020   $62,641.79 218 214 

  7 July 2019   $78,750.34 298 307 

  8 August 2019   $57,706.58 259 286 

  9 September 2019   $69,518.82 259 257 

10 October 2019   $91,664.46   271 350 

11 November 2019   $77,832.41 239 262 

12 December 2019   $88,759.82 278 285 

Grand Total           $947,223.38 2978 3181 

               Average / Month             $78,935.28 248 265 
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Criminal Justice Report 

June 2020 
 

To: Criminal Justice Committee 

Date: July 1, 2020 

 

Approved By: R. Burke Castleberry, Jr., Prosecuting Attorney 
 

Criminal Cases 

Adult Warrant 
Requests 

Juvenile Petition 
Requests 

Felonies 
Authorized 

Misdemeanors 
Authorized 

Juvenile 
Petitions 

Authorized 

284 16 61 128 8 

Reports attached. 
 

Victim’s Rights 

Felony Cases 
Misdemeanor 

Cases 
Juvenile Cases 

Percentage of 
Victims 

Exercising 
Rights 

Compensation 
Claims 

37 34 9 46% 3 

Reports attached. 
 

Other Activity (new cases) 

PPO 
Violations 

Abuse/Neglect 
Matters  

Special 
Prosecutor 

Assignments 
Appeals 

Driver License 
Restorations 

2 2 1 32 1 

 
 



CJC Report – Page 2 

 

Civil 
Infractions 

Forfeitures 
Welfare Fraud – 

Review 
Welfare Fraud – 

Prosecution 

20 2 0 0 

Extraditions/Inter-State Agreement Detainers/Prison Cases 

Jail Extraditions 
Prison 

Extraditions 
IAD’s 

Prison 
Cases 

2 0 0 0 

Economic Crimes Unit - Please see detailed report attached 

Open/Pending 
Cases in 
Diversion 

Completed 
Diversion 

Merchant 
Fees/Restitution 
Collected 

Diversion Fees 
Collected 

87 21 $6,257.33 $6,452.00 

 
 
 

  



WARRANTS REQUESTED by AGENCY 
LENAWEE County
 

Adult 3.0
 

06/01/2020 - 06/30/2020 

Run Date: 07/0112020 

Warrants 

A2encv Name Fel. Misd. Total 

00M14 MICHIGAN STATE POLICE POST 14 9 16 25 

39DNR DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOUR 0 1 1 

46ACTP ADRIAN CHARTER TWP. POLICE DEP 1 4 5 

46APD ADRIAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 31 88 119 

46BPD BLISSFIELD VILLAGE POLICE DEPT 1 1 2 

46CBD CAMBRIDGE TWP. POLICE DEPT. 
I 

2 0 2 

46CTPD COLUMBIA TOWNSHIP POLICE DEPA 1 0 1 

46CVPD CLINTON VILLAGE POLICE DEPT. 2 4 6 

46HPD HUDSON POLICE DEPARTMENT 
i 4 2 6 

46LCSD LENAWEE COUNTY SHERIFF DEPT. 14 50 64 

46MPD MORENCI POLICE DEPARTMENT 0 1 1 

46MT MADISON TWP. POLICE DEPT. 6 19 25 

46RHIN RHINO 17 0 17 

46RTPS RAISIN TOWNSHIP POLICE DEPT 0 6 6 

46TPD TECUMSEH POLICE DEPARTMENT 2 2 4 

Grand Total: 90 194 284 

Report Criteria: 1\ Case Request Date within the input date rang1' Case Class equals ['''M'', "F", "H"l and the Case 

I 
I 

PercentalZe 

8.80 % 

I
I 

0.35 % 

1.76 % 

41.90 % 

0.70 % 

~0.70 % 
I 
j 0.35 % 

2.11 % 

2.11 % 

22.54 % 

0.35 % 

8.80 % 
I 

5.99 % 

2.11 % 

1.41 % 

i 100.00 % 
I 

I 
I 

I\gency cannot be blank. 

! 

i 



Program Report 
Crime Victim Rights Grant; Lenawee County Prosecuting Attorney 

Instructions: The Program Report is due in the Crime Victims Services Commission no later than 30 days following the end of 
the report period. Failure to submit this report by the due date will cause the Crime Victim Services Commission to withhold 
the release of funds. 

Grantee Control Number Project Title 
Lenawee County Prosecuting Attorney Crime Victims Rights Grant 

Project Period. Reporting Period Date Due 
06/01/2020 - 06/30/2020 30 days from end of Reporting Period 

Project Director Title Telephone 

PROGRAM INFORMATION 

Provide the number of new cases (warrants authorized) during this reporting period in which a victim is eligible to exercise 
Crime Victim Rights. 

Juvenile	 9 

Misdemeanor	 34 

Total	 80 

Provide the percentage of cases in which crime victims chose to exercise Crime Victim 46 % 
Rights during this reporting period. 

Provide the number of injured victims personally assisted with Crime Victims 3 
Compensation claims during this reporting period. 

Note: This item is required for the April to June reporting period only. 
Without using personal names (or other information which may compromise a victim's right of personal privacy), please give a 
short synopsis of a recent case explaining how the provision of rights to a specific crime victim was accomplished. Describe if 
services for the victim provided a significant benefit to the outcome of the case, or to the satisfaction with the disposition, or to 
the victim's recovery from the crime. Please explain how this occurred. 

By authority of PA 196 of 1989, completion of this form is mandatory to receive funding. This form must be submitted in accordance with 
grant terms and conditions. 

Submission:	 Submit this report 30 days after the end of each quarter to the Crime Victim Services Commission at
 
https:llsigma2web.mdch state.mi.us/sigma2!Login2.aspx?APPTHEME=MICYSC
 

MDCH CVSC Program Report 
PAAM VRRPT CVSC Program Report.AHP February 2013 



Economic Crimes Unit 
R. Bur1<e Castleberry, Jr., Prosecuting Attorney 425 N. Main St., Adrian, MI 49221 
Robert W. Wendt, Investigator PH: 517-264-4642 Fax: 517-265-9314 Email: ecu@lenawee.mLus 

ECU and ERU Monthly Report 

June 2020 

Case Types 
New Cases for the 

Month 
Pending Cases for the 

Month 
Closed cases for the 

Month 

Bad Checks 1 20 8 
Retail Fraud 14 27 12 

Library / Rental 0 21 0 
DHS 0 7 0 

Other 6 12 1 
EFT 0 0 0 

TOTAL 21 87 21 

TYPE OF RECOVERY MONTHLY YTD OVERALL TOTAL 
GENERAL 

FUND TOTAL 
Diversion Fee 

GENERAL FUND $6,452.00 $28,417.00 $385,116.58 
$648,489.97

Jail Recovery 

GENERAL FUND $6,963.59 $45,744.86 $263,373.39 

Recovered and 

Returned to Victims 

and Merchants 

$6,257.33 $31,950.47 $668,871.34 

Revenue versus Recovered Funds 

• General Fund Revenue • Recovered/Returned to Victims and Merchants 

S648
S668,871.34 t t ,489.97 

ECU was est. in April of 2014 and the Jail Recovery or ERU was est. in January of 2016. 

mailto:ecu@lenawee.mLus


ADRIAN DIAL-A-RIDE

TO:  NATHAN BURD, CITY ADMINISTRATOR
FROM:  MARCIA M. BOHANNON, TRANSPORTATION COORDINATOR

ADRIAN D.A.R.T. PASSENGER RIDERSHIP REPORT FOR JUNE 2020

WEEK END: JUN 5 JUN 12 JUN 19 JUN 26 JUN 30 TOTAL
MONDAY 81 84 102 106 121 494
TUESDAY 79 67 92 102 83 423
WEDNESDAY 67 72 95 101 0 335
THURSDAY 85 84 93 109 0 371
FRIDAY 106 92 98 108 0 404

418 399 480 526 204 2027

JUN JUN      +\- MAY
2020 2019 2020

SERVICE DAYS (22) (20) (20)

SENIORS 475 636 -161 318
HDCP SENIORS 421 1044 -623 306
HANDICAPPED 908 2345 -1437 619
WHEELCHAIRS ** 181 382 -201 133
GENERAL 223 1489 -1266 174

2027 5514 -3487 1417

2018-2019 2019-2020

JULY 2018 4940 2019 5327 8% 387 21 22
AUGUST 2018 5212 2019 5440 4% 228 23 22
SEPTEMBER 2018 4157 2019 4981 20% 824 18 20
OCTOBER 2018 4990 2019 5837 17% 847 23 23
NOVEMBER 2018 4775 2019 4892 2% 117 21 20
DECEMBER 2018 4533 2019 4931 9% 398 19 20
JANUARY 2019 4396 2020 5505 25% 1109 19 22
FEBRUARY 2019 4836 2020 4780 -1% -56 19 19
MARCH 2019 5434 2020 3769 -31% -1665 21 22
APRIL 2019 5247 2020 1328 -75% -3919 22 22
MAY 2019 5514 2020 1417 -74% -4097 22 20
JUNE 2019 4877 2020 2027 -58% -2850 20 22

58911 50234 -15% -8677 248 254
 

** WHEELCHAIR TOTALS ARE INCLUDED IN HANDICAPPED PASSENGER TOTALS



CODE ENFORCEMENT REPORT – JUNE 2020 
 

 

 

            

           June             Year to date 

Attractive Nuisance  1     00 

Blight    2     00 

Municipal code   7     00 

Property Maintenance  2     00 

Rental Inspections  0     308 

Trash Violations  13     00 

Snow & ice removal  0     02 

Weed Violations   50     78 

Zoning Violations  2     04 

 

*Note: All enforcement violations require, at minimum a Final inspection and sometimes one or more 
follow-up inspections.  Those totals are not included in the numbers above as they fall under the original 
enforcement and are not categorized separately for reporting purposes.  Rental inspections were 
stopped in March as well as all enforcements.  In May, weed and trash enforcements started again and 
in June all code enforcement started again with the exception of illegal signs. 

 



CITY OF ADRIAN 
DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 

MINUTES of the June 10, 2020, REGULAR MEETING  
 

Official proceedings of the June 10, 2020, scheduled meeting of the City of Adrian Downtown 
Development Authority Board of Directors.  
 
The meeting was called to order by Chairman Steele at 8:02 a.m. on video conference, via Zoom.  
 

Roll Call:  Chairman Steele, Vice-Chair Chip Moore, Mayor Heath, Brad Maggard, Mark 
Murray, Michael Orlando, Jere Righter, Diane Rauser, Tim Roberts, Meredith 
Elliott 
 

Approval of Agenda:  Moved by Righter, seconded by Rauser, to accept agenda. Motion carried. 
 

Approval of Minutes:  Moved by Murray, seconded by Rauser, to approve the minutes of the  
May 13, 2020, Regular Meeting. Motion carried.  
  

Action Items: 
Committee Reports 

Organizational Committee: The committee reviewed its interviews with 
Deborah Loveland and Emily Hribar for the open DDA Board seat, and the full 
Board discussed the nominees. Moved by Rauser, supported by Murray, to 
recommend Emily Hribar for a seat on the DDA Board of Directors. Motion 
carried. Moved by Murray, supported by Roberts, to approve the proposed 
signage for Premier Bank. Motion carried. The Board also discussed the 
request for a dedicated 15-minute parking spot for Downtown Dempseys. The 
Parking Committee will discuss the request and the process for reserving 
dedicated parking downtown, and bring a recommendation to the next DDA 
Board meeting.  
 
Finance Committee: Chair Maggard reported that there are no substantive 
changes since the last report.  
 
Parking Committee: Chair Moore reported that the team has not met 
formally since the beginning of the COVID-19 closings. Mark Murray reported 
that he expects approval of the electric car charging station at the next City 
Commission meeting.  
 
Beautification & Branding Committee: Chair Righter reported that the 
summer flower pots have been placed around downtown. The committee will 
meet soon to develop a plan for the future.  
 
Promotions and Events Committee: After discussing options to hold 
downtown events safely in the fall, the Board tabled the plan for a late 
summer/early fall event in 2020.  
 
 
 



Greg Elliott updated the Board on City Commission special meeting actions to 
help with business re-openings, including sidewalk/outdoor dining permits, 
right of way closures (public alleys, parking lots, etc) for outdoor seating, and 
temporary use permits for outdoor use on private property.  

  
Chair Comments:  Chairman Steele reported that due to COVID-19, there are no updates on 

Main Streets, brochures, or interns, and the Howell visit is currently on hold. 
Chair Steele asked the Board to think of ways to message support for 
downtown businesses, including advertising ideas, banners, and wayfinding 
signs.  
 

Public Comment:  Gordon Gauss asked if the local colleges have student papers that the DDA 
could advertise in. Mary Sieler commented in support of her request for a 15-
minute parking spot outside Downtown Dempseys.  
 

Board Comment:  In order to formalize DDA Board contact information and committee 
lists/interests, Diane Rauser asked that everyone on the Board send her and 
Chairman Steele their current email address, a list of DDA Committees they 
currently are serving on, and other committees they may be interested in 
serving on.  
 
Mayor Heath announced that an interim City Administrator has been 
nominated for approval at the next City Commission meeting. Nathan Burd’s 
last day is July 17, 2020.  
 
Jere Righter encouraged the DDA Board to be intentional about adding 
people of color to our conversations. In light of recent Black Lives Matter 
protests around the country, we should actively seek out the voices of people 
of color to advise us and join in our conversations. She also invited all to 
participate in the Croswell’s “Croswell Out of Doors” series event on Friday, 
June 12: “Color the Downtown”.  
 
Mark Murray thanked Jason Lawrence and the City for helping the Armory 
purchase flowers that match the downtown flowers. He also encouraged the 
Board to support downtown businesses.  
 
Next meeting: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 
 

Adjournment:  Meeting adjourned at 9:16 a.m. 
 



 
 

ADRIAN CITY PLANNING COMMISSION *Approved with corrections* 
June 2, 2020 

REGULAR MEETING 
MINUTES 

 
The regular meeting of the Adrian City Planning Commission was called to order by 
Chairman Mike Jacobitz at 7:00 p.m. via ZOOM. 
 
Present:  Mike Jacobitz  Chair 

Brian Watson  Vice Chair 
Gordon Gauss  City Commissioner 
Robert Love 
Kara Lennard 
Chad Johnson 
Nancy Weatherby 
Don Taylor 

 
Absent:  Krista Cotton 
 
 
 

APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF THE 
May 5, 2020 REGULAR MEETING 

 
There were two corrections to the May 5, 2020 minutes. Chair Jacobitz moved that the 
Planning Commission approve the minutes with the two corrections. Motion carried 
unanimously. 

 
NEW BUSINESS: 

Case 20-020 
Public hearing to hear and consider a Zoning Exception & Site Plan Review for 

329 Logan St., Marihuana Growing Facility. 
 
Community Development Director, Greg Elliott, discussed with the Planning 
Commission the findings of the staff report and requested that case 20-020 be tabled 
until such a time that an adequate site plan be presented. City Commissioner asked that 
during staff reports there be a distinguishment between must and should per 
ordinances. 
 
There being no further discussion by the Commission or public comments, 
Commissioner Taylor moved the Planning Commission table the zoning exception and 
site plan review for Case 20-020 329 Logan St. Commissioner Watson supported. 
Motion carried unanimously.  
 



 
 

In Favor of Motion: Jacobitz, Love, Johnson, Watson, Lennard, Gauss, Weatherby, 
Taylor 
 
Against Motion: None 
 
Motion carried: 8-0 
 
 

Case 20-021 
Public hearing to hear and consider a Zoning Exception and Site Plan Review for 

1561 W. Maumee St., Marihuana Dispensary.  
 
Steven Barnstable was in attendance to represent the application for the zoning 
exception and site plan review for 1561 W. Maumee St. Tom, the owner of Jake’s 
Smokehouse voiced opposition to the changes to the site. Conversation was had 
regarding the dumpster enclosure being non-conforming. A condominium document 
must be submitted to staff. Tom opposed the location of the conforming dumpster on 
grounds that trucks cannot enter in or out due to the dumpster location, he told the 
Planning Commission that for a time a dumpster was located on the west end of the 
building and subsequently had the dumpster on the east-end of the building replaced. 
Discussion regarding entrance and exiting of vehicles on the east-side of the building.  
 
Jerry Wright from Adrian College asked questions regarding the distance of educational 
facilities and marihuana facilities. Mr. Elliott explained the ordinance to Mr. Wright. Mr. 
Wright told the Planning Commission he believes that they have an academic “incubator 
facility” within 1000 feet of the proposed location.  
 
There being no further discussion by the Commission or public comments, 
Commissioner Watson moved the Planning Commission table Case 20-021 zoning 
exception application and site plan review for 1561 W. Maumee St. until a measurement 
is determined and clarification of what an academic building is. Commissioner Taylor 
supported. A role call vote was made. Motion carried unanimously.   
 
In Favor of Motion: Jacobitz, Love, Johnson, Watson, Lennard, Gauss, Weatherby, 
Taylor 
 
Against Motion: None 
 
Motion carried: 8-0  
 
 
 
 

Case 20-23 
Public hearing to hear and consider Site Plan Review for 

235-239 Pearl St. Grasshopper storage building. 



 
 

 
David Newland, builder and family friend, was in attendance to represent the site plan 
project. General discussion was had between the Planning Commission and the 
applicant.  
 
There being no further discussion by the Commission or public comments, 
Commissioner Watson moved the Planning Commission approve Case 20-023 site plan 
review for 235-239 Pearl St. with stipulations that the drive lane be paved and minimal 
exterior lighting. Commissioner Weatherby supported. Motion carried unanimously.   
 
In Favor of Motion: Jacobitz, Love, Johnson, Watson, Lennard, Gauss, Weatherby, 
Taylor 
 
Against Motion: None 
 
Motion carried: 8-0 
 
 

AUTHORITY TO SET PUBLIC HEARINGS: 
 

Commissioner Love Watson moved that the following public hearings for the cases 20-
020 & 20-021 be set for June 5 July 7, 2020. Commissioner Cotton weatherby 
supported. Motion carried unanimously. 

Case 20-022 Address to be determined. Consumers Energy Substation, Zoning 
Exception and Site Plan Review.  

OLD BUSINESS: 
 
None 
 

FUTURE BUSINESSES DISCUSSION/UPDATES: 
 

Jim Bundshuh presented an idea to use a Planned Unit Development for 1222 E. 
Maumee St. General discussion was had regarding the requirements. No action was 
taken. 
 

PUBLIC COMMENTS: 

None 

 
 

There being no further business the meeting adjourned at approximately 8:45 p.m. 



MINUTES 
ADRIAN ETHICS BOARD 

JUNE 18, 2020 @ 4:00PM 
 

 
Mayor Heath explained the process of the zoom meeting and the procedures if zoom 

bombing occurs. 

 

Mayor Heath welcomed everyone to the meeting and explained that the meeting was being 

held to appoint positions. 

 

Mayor Heath explained to the members that Deputy City Clerk Kim Gomoluch would swear 

in each member.  She also explained that when City Hall is open the board members would 

have to come in and sign the Oath of Office. 

 

CALL THE MEETING TO ORDER 

 

SWEARING IN OF BOARD MEMBERS 

 

Deputy City Clerk Kim Gomoluch swore in the board members. 

 

ROLL CALL 

 

Members Present: Board Member Carson, Mathis, Negron, O’Connor and Schwartz 

 

NOMINATION AND VOTING IN OFFICERS 

 

Mayor Heath explained the positions will be chair, vice chair and secretary and gave a brief 

description of each.  She explained if there is an ethic’s violation there is a panel made up of 

the City Attorney, the City Administrator and the Chair.  From that group it will be 

determined if the board needs to meet. No dates are set for meetings because they will only 

be held as needed. 

 

The Mayor asked for a motion to nominate someone for Chair. 

 

Board Member Negron made a motion to nominate Board Member Schwartz as the 

Chair.  The motion was seconded by Board Member Mathis and was approved by unanimous 

vote. 

 

The Mayor asked for a motion to nominate someone for Vice Chair. 

 

Board Member O’Connor made a motion to nominate Board Member Mathis as the 

Vice Chair.  The motion was seconded by Board Member Schwartz and was approved by 

unanimous vote. 

 

The Mayor asked for a motion to nominate someone for Secretary. 

 

Board Member Mathis made a motion to nominate Board Member Carson as the 

Secretary.  The motion was seconded by Board Member Negron and was approved by 

unanimous vote. 

 

 



BOARD MEMBER COMMENTS 

 

Board Member Schwartz asked if they were any other comments from the team.  As she 

understands it they are only called together if there is an issue.  Felt it would be helpful to 

have the opportunity to get together to have a better understanding of the committee and 

dynamics and getting to know the individuals better would be helpful. 

 

Mayor Heath explained that meetings are set on an as needed basis. She explained to Board 

Member Schwartz that they can meet as long City Business is not discussed. 

 

Board Member Carson asked if there is a situation and the chair has to meet with other city 

members does she have to be there to record the minutes. 

 

Mayor Heath explained that she would only need to be there when the board actually meets. 

 

Board Member Schwartz asked the Mayor for clarification about getting together socially as 

long as city business is not discussed to get to know one another. 

 

Mayor Heath commented that she is correct they could. 

 

The mayor expressed that she felt that this group comes from a diverse group as described 

in the ethics policy. 

 

ADJOURNMENT 

 

The motion to adjourn was approved by an all yes vote. 

 

 

Minutes submitted by Robin Connor, City Clerk 
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